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--- C(orporation (ITRD)() ait corps or Engineers proj- Messrs. Phillip D. tlunsberger and Paul 1L.

"INeet areas for determining recreation carrying Sabrosky were involved in site analysis. con-
.. capacity levels based on the results of manager ducting surveys, and survey analysis; and

interviews. user surveys, and site analyses. Mr. Timothy A. Fluk was involved in undut-
-- Carrying capacity design and management tech- ing surveys, survey analysis, and development

. nique.s are explored for use in p~reventing and of methodologies.
_INcorrecting p~roblems of overcrowding, overus( , Mr. R. Scott Jackson (WES) was the proj-

and underuse of recreational resources, The ct monitor. Mr. William J. Hansen was Leader,
--t tud was con uctd un er on~ act ith theRecreation Research Team. D~r. Adolph Ander-

~~ S". Army Engineer Waterways Extperiment ,Sta
o  

son, WES, was program manager of the Environ-
ti,,n (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi, Contract mental Laboratory (Ff.) Recreation Research

: INN,, IA(W39-78-(C-0096. A technical rep~ort Program. The study was Supervised by
: t (TH R-80-1) has been tprepared detailing study lDr. Conrad J. Kirby, Chief, Environmental He-

"--- fin ing., a d reomme dati nssource., Division, EL, and under the general

My' D~onald R. Detwiler, President of supervision of Dr. John Harrison, Chief. EL.
IRIRDU. was the fPrincipal-n-(harge of this Commanders and Directors of WES during

:'--' studY, assisted by Mr. Martin U ' (;ilchrist, Ex- this study were COL John L. Cannon, CE, and

cc--I (utivv V ice-I~res iden t, and Mr" IDavid HI ('(01, Nelson 1. Conover, CE. Technical Director

H-'InIumphrf.y. Vice-tPresident Mr IB Thomas was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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~FOREWORD

Use of Corps lakes and recreation Many Corps of Engineers personnel

areas *has grown substantially over who must address overcrowding and
the years and is expected to in- overuse problems believe that rec-
crease even more in the years to reation carrying capacity analysis
come. Problems of recreation area should play a major role in resource
overcrowding and recreation resource management. Recreation carrying
overuse are already realities at many capacity can no longer be an :,,-
Corps projects, Users are encoun- ademic exercise but should be t>f
tering conflicts regarding where and concern to all who have responsibility
how they conduct their recreation for implementing recreation planning
activities, thus causing unpleasant and management in the field.
recreation experiences. Resources
are being damaged, and often de- This Handbook offers practical guide-
stroyed, by continued heavy use. lines which Corps planners, design-

ers, and managers can use for
Resource overuse and overcrowding determining appropriate recreation
will continue to increase unless a carrying capacity levels and for
conscious, systematic approach is achieving and maintaining those
taken to manage Corps recreation levels. The Handbook is not a
areas, based upon their recreation manual containing rigid requirements
carrying capacity. which are applied in every situation,

Rather, it offers practical guidance
to help analyze and solve real-lifeIproblems.
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The Handbook can be useful to the appropriate level of carrying b us
Corps personnel at all stages of the capacity at which to manage an FOUNDATION OF THI HANDBOOK
recreation decisionmaking process: area, deciding when controls

should be exercised, determining u
Planngn . Evaluating the recrea- the level of remedial action nec-
tional potential of alternative essary to correct existing prob- The Handbook is one part of the
areas and preparing resource lems of overuse and overcrowd- Corps' Recreation Carrying Capacity
plans , ing, and evaluating the effective- Design and Management Study. It is

ness of recreational programs and based upon that extensive research
* Site Plannin and Desian. De- facilities over time. and surveys: more than 2,000 users

sging areas for their appro- were surveyed at 182 activity areas
priate carrying capacities, fore- Although this Handbook is a carry- and resource managers, staff, and
seeing management implications of ing capacity guide designed for use recreation areas were surveyed at 11
site plans, and achieving the by the Corps of Engineers, recrea- selected Corps project areas acrossproper balance between the ca- tion policymakers, planners, design- the Nation. The overall findings from
pacity of recreation areas and ers, and administrators outside the thssuvyweepbsedyth
their support facilities. Corps might find it useful in con- U.SAryEgneWarwsE-

ducting carrying capacity research perient Station (Technical Report
* Marna.eent. Predicting and and in making day-to-day and R-80-1). ~

identifying problems of overuse longer range decisions about recrea-

and overcrowding, determining tion resource use.

2 3 I
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phenomena that can be used to trzx .KEY TERMS identify, measure, and predict

overcrowding or overuse.

REC(REATION CARRYING CAPACITY- MONITORING - The periodic assess- [E h
ment of the impact that recreation d:

The maximum level of use of a mn fteipc htrceto
recreation resource that does use levels have on the social ca- Ir

not exceed either the resource pacity or resource capacity of an l,

capacity or social capacity of that area. c-

resource. OVERCROWDING - A condition in S,

which the user does not achieve
RESOURCE CAPACITY - The level of a satisfactory recreational expe- u,

use of a recrevation resource be- rience because of too many people cr
yond which irreversible biological or inadequate spacing between pl-
deterioration takes place or deg- users. ot
radation of the physical environ- e'i
ment makes the resource no OVERUSE - A condition in which
longer suitable or attractive for (during the course of a season/ u a
that recreational use. year) degradation of the physical 1;aq

environment makes the resource per
SOCIAL CAPACITY - The level of no longer suitable or attractive fea

use of a recreation resource be- for recreation use. . r,
yond which the users expectationth
of the experience is not realized RECREATION RESOURCE - The land 2 Al
and the user does not achieve a and/or water areas, with associ- al
reasonable level of satisfaction. ated facilities, that provide a caP

base for outdoor recreation ac- cai

ACTIVITY AREA - The specific area tivities. m_. ar
where an individual recreation
activity occurs (e.g., a camp- UNDERUSE - A level of use of a in

ground, the lake, a hiking trail, recreation resource that is sig- res,

a picnic area). nificantly less than its carrying l2 s:

capacity. tiv

FACTORS - The physical, social, inci,

and other characteristics and WELL-BALANCED USE - A level of Sy ,

phenomena which influence car- use which reflects the carrying ii app:

rying capacity. capacity of a particular area. capt
1 shotU

INDICATORS - The physical, social, NOTE: Additional terms are defined ne(.,

and other characteristics and in Appendix A: Glossary. 1=-- ti\t
knov

I I
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-• It would be next to impossible to Social Capacity Guidelines forCARRYING CAPACITY AS VIEWED develop an easy-to-use method of Recreation Areas Only. The so-
=1 IN THIS HANDBOOK determining carrying capacity that cial capacity guidelines in this

would include all possible factors Handbook pertain only to the
Recreation carrying capacity means affecting carrying capacity and its spacing of recreation units in

-• different things to different people. management. Therefore, this Hand- activity areas--they do not deal
Environmentalists, ecologists, and book follows these guideposts in with the additional space required
biologists tend to view carrying presenting methods and techniques for parking lots, buffers between
capacity primarily in terms of re- for use at Corps recreation areas: activity areas, maintenance and
source degradation and restoration, utility structures, and other
Sociologists and psychologists are Outdoor Recreation Activities, support facilities.
concerned mainly with the quality of Only selected outdoor recreation
user experiences and the effects of activities are considered: boat- Resource Capacity Guidelines.

- crowding on human behavior. Site ing, boat fishing, boat launching, The resource capacity guidelines
planners often view capacity in terms camping, hiking, off-road vehicle in this Handbook are necessarily
of the physical space required to riding, picnicking, shoreline simple because of: (1) the com-
effectively and safely conduct 'in fishing, sunbathing, swimming, plexities involved in dealing with
activity. And administrators fre- and waterskiing. (Activity def- degradation which is cumulative
quently consider capacity as it re- initions and descriptions are pro- over a recreation season and from
lates to management policies, costs, vided in Appendix A.) season to season, and (2) the'-' highly variable factors which
personnel. user demand, and the Social Capacities in Terms of affect resource capacity.
feasibility of exercising controls on Instant Capacities. Social capac-
the use of resources. ity is expressed in "instant ca- Single-Activity and Multiple-Activ-

Al pacity" terms, i.e., the number ity Areas. Guidelines are pro-
All of these perspectives on carrying of recreation units (e.g., users vided for determining capacities= capacity are important when viewing or picnic tables) a recreation area for each separate activity so thatcarrying capacity at Corps recreation should accommodate at any single capacity levels can be established
areas. However. this Handbook ad- point in time. Instant capacities for single-activity areas and candresses carrying capacity primarily can be converted to daily and be combined to set capacity levelsin terms of social overcrowding and seasonal capacities with the use of for multiple-activity areas.resource overuse. Specific physical turnover rates being experienced
space requirements and administra- at Corps recreation areas.
tive details are considered, but not
included as an integral part of the Instant Capacity Units of Meas-
systems suggested to determine urement. The Handbook express-

- appropriate social and resource es instant capacities in terms of
capacity levels These details distances between recreational
should be addressed when specific units (e.g., users or picnic
needs, demands, management objec- tables) and/or in terms of the
tives. and cost constraints are number of recreational units per
known for each situation. acre.

=-26
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Determining the suitable proxim-
INTRODUCTION ity and level of interrelationship Carrying Capacity Guidelines

between different activity areas. This_ Part_ contains_ three_ sections.
This Part contains three sections: *

The Value Of Carrying Capacity * Designing with management ob-
jectives and costs in mind. Social Capacity Guidelines

Ihis Part of the Handbook offers a The social capacity guidelines gener-

systematic anl easy-to-use method Balancing the capacity of rec- ate information on the distance/den-
fur determining the recreational reation areas with the capacity sity levels that users prefer. A
,arrying -apacities of individual of their respective support fa- knowledge of these user preferences
:ct0vityV areas The method can be cilities. provides the first step in determining
Lie.d it all stages of the recreation the carrying capacity of an area.

ltheig carrying, capcit ofaanaaea.ent~lamnn, d,-sigfn, and management Administration and Operations Resource Capacity Guidelines

Determining appropriate use 1ev- The resource capacity guidelines fur-

Planning Dnish information on the potential ia-els in order to assess the need pact that various factors will have on
to encourage, discourage, or the resource base. This information

* Evaluating alternative sites and restrict usage or to expand or provides recreation planners andchsngte otaprprae diminish capacity levels, both at management with an awareness of the I' 
•  

1ch,,osing the most appropriate recreation areas and at their magentwhanwrnssote

i, and character of a site. reimplications of development and man-
respective support facilities. agement decisions that, combined with g

the social capacity guidelines, results n
Predetermining the optimum Iev- • in the carrying capacity guidelines b
:Ils of use for various locations Making more realistic estimates for an area.
of selected sites, evaluating the of usership when actual user n
',uitability of an area for differ- counts cannot be made. Monitoring Guidelines c,
ent activities, and examining
the implications of exceeding Serving as a basis for a pro- A monitoring program provides infor-
carrying capacities. gram of continued evaluation mation for making decisions about :2of the carrying capacities of both the social capacity and resource g

ofteDesgnadDvelomen t a carr g ccapacity of an area. Monitoring en-
Site- lesign and Develolm nt individual areas. ables the user of this Handbook to

evaluate and refine capacity figures M

Assigning to ardeveloped through the use of thisAsi g itivities t as carrying capacity determination meth-according to relevant natu. , I od.
assets and limitations.

I2
8
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Using Carrying Capacity In
S- Decisionmaking

A knowledge of the carrying capacity

• =2 of an area is the first step in making MO E
decisions concerning the planning, M'I

S"2 design, and management of an area, CARRYING D USER COST CARRYING
not the final step (see Figure 1). CAPACITY EMAND CA

GUIEIE
*. 2 The carrying capacity of an area
5. - indicates the level of use that an

area could provide, given a certain
3 set of factors. But this is not to

say that the area should be devel-* -u oped for the level of use at that
carrying capacity. There may notS--1 be sufficient user demand to sustain
the level of use at carrying capacity. SOCIAL RESOURCE* -_ Such a level of use may also not becost-effective.

* The Handbook presents carrying
S_-- capacity guidelines to serve as

guideposts during decisionmaking,
_ =u not as rigid requirements that must

be applied in every case. It is ex-
p "-1 pected that these guidelines will

need to be modified in light of such Figure 1. Using Carrying Capacity In Declslonmnaklng
considerations as demand and cost.

=-1

3I=3

1 =2
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The preference distribution for each

SOCIAL CAPACITY GUIDELINES The System activity illustrates a generalized plan-
ning range. In order to tailor the

preference distribution to an individ- Ig I

I'hc purpose of this section is to Two elements serve as a basis for ual activity area, one must use the
provide a general description of the the social capacity guidelines system. table of social capacity factors pro- i*-2
-%,,te.m used to determine social ca- These elements are preference distri- vided on pages 14-35 for each

P;city A more detailed step-by-step butions and iocial capacity factors. activity. i

,hscrliption including an example is They were developed based on a sur-
l Idd, toginning on page 12. vey of visitors at select Corps proj- The social capacity factors for each W*2

(iihe- exampls are included in ects located across the Nation. activity consist of a list of site and
t'airt .. beginning on page 69. user characteristics that affect the W*I

Preference distributions have been spacing preferences of users (see
Ih, intnt )f this systim is to pro- developed for each recreation activ- Figure 2b), Each factor has differ-
vi- : st'lc-ty-shl l'ocess to de- ity under consideration. The pref- ent levels (e.g. in Figure 2b, the
'i.-.m m- th, disane btOtween groups erence distributions define for each factor "Level of Development" has 3
'*:,t psres to-fer lowever, once activity the range of distances (plan- levels: "Hig-.,

' 
"Moderate," and

c,.,l',]i. r ajv ciherminei using the ning range) that a great majority of "Limited"). These levels are defined
-. ,,1cm. th. rsulls should ie eval- users have indicated they prefer to in either the social capacity factors
,i:,. .;,in.t ,,ther factors such as ice from other users (see Figure 2a). tables or in Appendix B. i-S

.p's,,c' -;ijm;iitV (page (36). man- Preference distributions for the
,*.int ,j.ctve.s (page .13). and eleven activities considered in this Each factor level has a variance val- 8=2

I.s,-,ial capacity factors (Step 5 study are provided (pages 14-35). ue. which is the number of the units
li,3, ,) The guidelines can then of distance which that factor level 8=2

adjust,.d t, fit individual cases Each preference distribution is fur- will shift the preference distribution
I s.,i ,n the results of this evalu- ther divided into several preference (e.g.. in Figure 2b. a "High" level I=-
;inn cr,,cess groupings (see Figure 2a). Each of development has a variance value

grouping identifies the percentage of of -2). which means the planning I -
users who prefer to be in the distance range would be shifted to the left
range of that grouping. In Fig- two units indicating that less spacing *-
ure 2a, preference grouping A illus- between user groups is required.
trates that 25 percent of the users 1=3
prefer spacing of 1-2 units of dis-
tance; grouping B illustrates that 19=2
20 percent prefer spacing of 2-
4 units; grouping C illustrates that I=

30 percent prefer spacing of 4-
6 units; and grouping I) illustrates 6=3
that 25 percent prefer spacing of 6-
8 units. 5-3

100

lI

1 0 _ _ _ _ _ .- _ _ _ _ _ _ -. -

4 -.... .
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users expected to use the area and S,

Using The System identify the variance value for each -U,
level selected. av,

The system for determining the Figure 3b contains the variance val-
social capacity guidelines of an ues from Figure 2b that pertain to A' D' 31,

activity area contains five steps. each observed condition. Because
the percentages of users expected -

Step 1- Acquire the Necessary Infor- to use the area does not differ sig-
mation. After becoming familiar with nificantly from the percentages iden-
this system. acquire the information tified with each factor level for "Age" sau
needed to use it. The factors tables and "Number of Other Activities," pre.. ... ... r
and Appendix B will guide the no variance value is identified for exa
information collection. Information on these user characteristcs. But Figure 3a. Modified Preference Distribution pre
site characteristics should pertain to because the percentage of users will
the area as it will be finally devel- expected to use the area differs pre
oped. not as it exists before devel- significantly from the percentages pre
opment. Figure 3b lists a hypothet- identified with each factor level for _ sho
ical, observed condition for each "Travel Time," the variance value pre
factor in Figure 2b. for ">30 min" is used. Ob-red Eff-et are;

F~co~s ConditIon Ob~ered erei(Step C) dti-jon

Step 2 - Determine the Effect of the Step 3- Modify the Preference Distri- _ (S)e Cdti2n

observed condition of each site identified for the observed conditions i, i L ,to

characteristic with the levels of each to obtain the net effect (-1 in Figure A ...... t o
site characteristic in the social ca- 3b). Then, shift the preference h, '" I . nun
pacity factors tat'.le. Select the level distribution by the number of dis-
which best represents the observed tance units equal to the net effect. -s- pen
condition and identify the variance . are;
value for each level selected. A positive net effect will shift the " squ

preference distribution to the right , (2
Determine if the percentage of users (to greater spacing and lower densi- .and

included for each factor level of each ty); a negative net effect will shift s .d'ft- - 94 :X
user characteristic in the factors the preference distribution to the e R.... - Are
table differs significantly from the left (to closer spacing and higher W42 den.. . ., !. d
users expected to use the area. If density). For example, shifting the - -... .
the percentage of users expected to preference distribution in Figure 2a .. ... Figi
use the area differs significantly by the net effect of the factors of line ,,,. . hui
from the percentages in the factors Figure 3b (-I) produces the mod- squ
table, then select the level repre- ified preference distribution in Figure 3b. Work Space
senting the greatest percentage of Figure 3a.
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Step 4 - Establish Distance/Density square unit (1 + 4), 0.06 sites per to meet demand, and evaluate

Guidelines. Select a midpoint (the square unit (1 16), and 0.03 sites the implications of not meeting
average) in the distance range of per square unit (1 36)]. projected demand.
e ach modified preference grouping to
serve as a distance guideline. Figure Step 5 - Evaluate the Distance/Density
3b contains the distance guidelines Guidelines. The guidelines should
for this example. be evaluated in several ways:

2 It is important to recognize that the Determine if the social capacity
K system will yield a guideline that will guidelines are acceptable based

satisfy the preferences of each upon prior experience. If the
preference grouping. Thus, in this guidelines seem unacceptable,
example, 25 percent of the users will review the table of additional

s -a prefer spacing of unit, 20 percent factors and determine if the
will prefer 2 units, 30 percent will guidelines need to be modified
prefer 4 units, and 25 percent will because of special conditions
prefer 6 units. Ideally, areas not taken into account in the
should be developed to meet these factors used.
preferences, but each recreation

-~a area need not provide for each pref- Determine if the social capacity
erence grouping. guidelines are acceptable based

on the resource capacity of the
*- Distance guidelines can be converted area. This evaluation method is

I - to area guidelines by squaring the outlined in the Resource Capac-
number of units in the distance ity Guidelines section of this
guideline. (A distance/area/density Part. Social capacity guidelines
conversion table is provided in Ap- that are acceptable based on
pendix C.) Figure 3b contains the the resource capacity guidelines Social Capacity
area guidelines in this example 1 serve as the carrying capacity Guidelines By Activity
square units ( x ), 4 square units guidelines for the area.
(2 x 2), 16 square units (4 x 4),
and 36 square units (6 x 6)]. Determine if the carrying capac- Preference distributions and social

ity guidelines are acceptable for capacity factors are provided for
Area guidelines can be converted to meeting projected recreation boating, boat fishing, boat launch-
density guidelines by dividing the demand. If the guidelines seem ing, camping, hiking, ORV riding,
area guideline into 1 unit of area. unacceptable, evaluate different picnicking, shoreline fishing, sun-

* Figure 3b contains the density guide- development and management bathing, swimming, and waterskiing
lines in this example [4 sites per strategies for modifying the in Figures 4 to 14, respectively (on
square unit (1 + ), 0.25 sites per carrying capacity of the area pages 14 to 35).
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p~z

-'I1

Factor Condition Effect Additional Social Capacity Factors I pact.

I-Site CharacterLstic Factors

Shoreline Configoration ItrregolaritV)

Nombre of Lanchting Areas
Compatibility of Nearby Ativities

Sle ,f iBoating Area
i-Pr xi i t o t, other Ac tiv ity A reas

S-m ic Views

Water Quality

L.ation f Pr)t e.. (re ,,o.Ia)
Charging of Fees

I '2 Dis tace from Highway Access +

Level of tevelope nt
. A~lut/toc-ation of Paeiiities-

Maintenancr of Fac ilities
Nomber, Type, and Degree 'f an-Made +

LIntrosinso r , istorharces

I User Characteristic Factors

i s [Similarity of Visitor Groups

t"+" indicates a Positive Reiationship - as the

• "1 -factor increases., the spacing preferred hb
Z ~Users increases.

"- ndi]ates a Negtive Reationship -a h
factor increases, the spacing preferedU
Users decreases.

Notes:

Nnt [-f t ee

Modiied  A' R' C'

= a, ted Iv -% .Orth 0
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BOAT FISHING &'
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8=2

9=2
I , 5=22

Figure 5. Social Capacity Guidelines-Bloat Fishing :
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=-2 Factor Condition Effect Additional Social Capacity Factors -~Impact

1 2 Sit, _Characteritc Factors
Conpatihility ,f Nearbv A~tilitie,
Proximity to Other Activity Area,

.oti t oes U In Area

i:,osfigoroioin of Area (irregulari to)1 2Lo,,tion o f Lahe, (Roron
Nonber., Type. omd Degren of nan-Made

Intros ons or Oisturh-nes

I r S,eri Viewt
Chorgiog of Fe

nac cae of FacilitiesI ~~ iaitance from Highway Access

U.,es Characteristic Factors

1 2 Type of Fishing (o," re -or &-1t)
At islrity of VPIsIto r Cro.ps.

5~"Itdicate, a Positile Relationhp -sthe

fac t or incre ases thbe pa c im preferred ho

Indicates a Negative Rniationship a the z
,:,fator increases. the spacng preferre hy

I 2 --. Notes:z

1=2

ModifedA "

3=-A
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IiI

9 M-:

IV 12---

i mI

: 2 acrICodi tiov Effect Additional Social Capacity Factors [mpact*

F.Site Characllterti Factors

Proximsity to Other Activity Areas,
i Degree of Campsite Delineation -

" . TConfiguratton of Area (Privacy) -
Re _oteneso/Degree uf Solitude -
Nuher, Type, & Degree of Man-Made
Intrusions or Disturbances

Size of Camping Area

Charging of Fees +

User Characteristic Factors

Sitiarity of Visitor rosps -
Origin of Uoer/Locaion of Area

.~'P -.Cmste Slect,,ios Opportunity
Safety Measures
Animals/Dogs +

• "+ ndl'cafes a Positive ilationship - as the

factor increases, the spacing preferred by

riusers increases.
"-"Iodicates a Negative Relationship - as the

= 2. factor lnreases. the spac-ing preferred ho

users decreases.

. Notes:

SMoif7. A ' D'

1 ___........___'__"_.. . .. _ 02 .
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ft-l

Factor Cotiit fetAdditiosal Social Capacity Factors I.P..t

--- l Site Characteristic Factors

Coofiguration of Area (Vehicle Speed) +
a 1= I Charging of Fees

Degree of Control
Sie of Area/Length of Trail +

1 3 ' Distance from Highsay Access +
Lecel of Developsent
Atoont/location of Facilities

.. .Multipl se Recreation Area +
Vegetatlon
Nusher, Type. h Degree of Man-Made

I i .Itrusnon or Distorbances
Proximity to Other Activity Areas

I Scenic Viewsn
Proximity to Aater
Compatibility of Nearby Activities

= User Characterlstic Factors

Similarity of Visitor ;ronps

* Tracl Tine
Experience
trigin of User (Urban)

* i. *-c" Indicates a Ftositloe Relotionsttlp - as the

I= ufactor increases, ftog sptclog tec I erred bc 0 w
Indicates a Negative Relationship - au the
factor increases, the spactng preferred oz

tsers decreases,

Notes:

stodified A' B ' 0ti--fj.;>t...... -_ _ __ _ _ _ _- _ _ _

Ot. IettA;, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 10. Social Capacity Guidelines-PicnickIng
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M -. Failiie

Ii-

"F --- Site Characteristic Factors

i ... levl of. felopsena

Charging of Fee
-= -Configuration of Area (Privacv)

.. Degree of Area Designation

-. - Nunber, Type, & Degee of ,an-Made

. .. intrusions or ElIsturhances
Visual Screening Between Groups
DIsta n f om High.y Accen +

Sl,. ci the Land

User Characteristic Factors

Similarity of Visitor Groups,.

.. . . .. origin of User/Location of Area (Density)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --. . nc indias a. osite eatIons"" . sothe

- . factor increases, the spa-ig preferred hv

users Increases.

c-c Indicates a Negative Relationship - as tie
-- ad factor in cree, the spacing pref.ered bc

user, de,'reases,.

I1-- -Notes:

Net Eft-,rIF

- Modified Net ittC ,

,r Range,
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SHORELINE FISHING
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Figure 1 1. Social Capacity Guidelines-Shoreline Fishing
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Fc- Codi .~ PFv1 Additiontal Social Capacity Factcer. Impact*

I Site Characteristic Factonrs

* Size of Fishing Area
HMoItfpie Use Are.

* . Proximity to Other Ativity Areoa.
Type of Shoreline (Privacy)-
Comptiblity of Nearby Activities

* Slope of Shoreline0
Distance from Hiigh-a Accesa

Charging of Fees +
*Loc at ion. of A rea +ec

Q.. iity/Variety of Natural Amemtien
*Coot igorativon of Area (Privacy)-
*.Nomber. Type. & Derer.e o f Mae-Made +

Int rusions, or Di .torbaoce,,
Degree of Dtigratiov

User Characteristic Factors

* - Type of Fishing (Area Reqoired)
. - S~~ilmilority of Vis te Coms

Somber '. , "thee Actl i ties 
u

I in'
0 

iIndicates a Positive Reilvhi av thI ~ factor locrss the sp"clog preferre by
- - ,sers increases.

I ~ * . "-'Indicates a Negative Relatioohilp - as thew
factor incre.a the opac tog peeferr,-d by
users, docreaves.Z

IU . Notes:

.= __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

a = 2 77.f11.." A' f' * 1 C' '
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Figure 12. Social Capacity Guidelines-Sunbathing
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The resource capacity guidelines in Figure 15 is used as follows: K
RESOURCE CAPACITY this section offer a system for iden-

GUIDELINES tifying the impact that various re-

source capacity factors could have Identify Resource Capacity Factors.
on the resource base. This informa- When the social capacity guidelines E-'U

Introduction tion creates an awareness of the in- for an area are developed, review

plications of development and man- the resource capacity factors listed

I)nv goal of resource managers is to agement decisions and serves as a in Figure 15 and identify those that

1-rivide satisfactory recreation ex- foundation for implementing a pro- are relevant. Include any other re-

;,erirr' frr users Another goal is gram of carrying capacity monitor- levant factors which are not included

pn r,tect recreation resources so ing. in Figure 15.

th:o thf quality and quantity of rec-
!t',0-,Inal ,plmrunities are protected Identify Areas Impacted. Identify

h, future Identifying Potential Impacts those areas of concern of the re-
source base listed in Figure 15 which

H,-,an> management has both user Figure 15 shows potential impacts will be impacted. Include any other X .-A
>dlisfmtIn iand resource protection that various factors have on the re- relevant impacted areas.
galt. th social capacity and re- source base. The left column in-
s,.urt-c( ipacity must be considered eludes five groups of factors (e.g., Analyze Impacts. Analyze the type,
in determining the carrying capacity Environmental, Development/Physical). level, and duration of each of the
,1 an Irca In these considerations., Each factor has an impact on some potential impacts.
rt,.,,urce capacity may lilely be a aspect of the resource base.
,nstraint to the development and
is -t ;in ,ea at its social capacity. The remaining columns of Figure 15 Consider Implications of Impacts. -

Review the existing use level and
Hts,,tr,', calaity is a function of are organized into five aspects of the factors for the area and consider
.rivirrimental and other site charac- the resource base (e.g., Water Body, modifications where waranted, or
t-ristics The development of a re- Soils). Each aspect is divided into consider the implementation of a mon-
u''"(te c';paitlIy model is difficult areas of concern; some are problems, itoring program (see the following

b.(auste a large number of factors while others are the subject of pro- section).
;atfect resu i(ce capacity. each factor blems.

has many variations, and the factors
intract with each other in a complex The information in Figure 15 is not
m:nnr In addition, many factors all-inclusive: the user of this
whtich have a significant impact on system should feel free to develop
r,-so un. capacity cannot be control- additional factors and aspects of the
led ,r modified by management. resource base.
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Figure 15. Resource Capacity Guidelines i1 )l P:I. B,\S'. CuX(:N RNS
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Monitoring resource capacity is im- use levels, impacts of use levels,
MONITORING GUIDELINES portant for three reasons: and user attitudes towards use levels a_(see Figures 16 and 17). In most

_________________________ 1) While it is difficult to make cases, use levels and one or both of
Introduction accurate projections of re- the other types of information should

______________________source capacity figures, re- be collected. This will providea 7Vsource monitoring offers a basis for determining not only when
A monitoring program can be used to method for determining the re- problems occur, but also what prob- 1
provide information for making deci- source capacity of a particular lems occur.
sions concerning both the social recreation activity area.
capacity and resource capacity of an Indicators
activity area. 2) Short-term and long-term chan-

ges in environmental, site, and Various indicators can act as units
.A monitoring program permits the user characteristics may war- of measure for each type of informa -tvaluation of an area under real-life rant an adjustment of the re- tion (see Figures 16 and 17). To be
uonditions Such a system can be source capacity for individual effective, indicators should be:
sele-ctively employed at those areas areas.
where problems are believed to 1. Predictive. They should occur ~ -
e x ist A monitoring program can be 3) It is important to detect prob- sufficiently before serious
relatively inexpensive, especially lems of overuse at the earliest problems develop so that ac-
when c'Onducted during routine possible stage in order to tions can be taken to prevent
patrIling. inspection, and adminis- avoid intensification and/or such problems.
t ~ i, spreading of the problem.

2. Certain. They should fl~ways
Menitoring social capacity is iapor- A monitoring program must be admin- precede serious problems, and
tant for two reasons: istered diligently to be effective. To serious problems should almlys

anticipate and prevent problems, result if preventative measures
t) Monitoring enables management attention should be given to the are not undertaken after an in-

to refine social capacity base threshold levels of the indicators dicator occurs.
figuires developed through use which are used.
of the guidelines system. 3. Easy-to-use. They should be

B- th short-term and long-term Approaches phenomena which are readily
hinges in site characteris- observed and are capable of V

tic,,, user characteristics, and Ty.~so nomto objective measurement by non-
ii -or preferences may warrant Re fIfrainexpert personnel.
in idljustment of the carrying Monitoring programs can be used to
i#paity fr individual aceas. collect three types of information:
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Since many indicators are themselves Figures 16 and 17 are not intended toting program should lo tailoted

capacity problems, it is important to to he exhaustive lists of indica- closely as )possible to the stpcific

determine as early as possible when tors for each type of information, needs and the source of inf,,rmnati,,n

IZP 3 they are increasing in frequency or Other factors should be considered available.
intensity, for use as indicators, and the nmoni-

Ii.=.- ... ... .. ........ ....... .. ...... ...
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Figure 16. Approaches to Social Capacity Monitoring Programs Figure 17. Approaches to Resource Capacity Monitoring Programs
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>h'th-ds Field observations will most likely be
the method used to obtain most of

I- igurs l 6 -nd 17 also include three the indicators of overuse, but field
,or:,l methods for obtaining the observations can also be used to de-

Pt ructi emb,,died in the indica- tect overcrowding. Field observa-
1, u.er surveys, field observa- tions can be used to obtain diverse

ti,.n-. mnld management records, types of information, can be inex-
pensive (especially when conducted

Iser surve_. 'an he tailored to the during routine patrol duties), and
tcl.vant inf,rmation, type of user, can provide reliable information

dnd :irea The information obtained (especially if the same personnel
,;in he reliable and the cost can be make the observations over time
relatively !'w But user, surveys according to uniform standards).
rquire the c,,peration of users, can
t,.islalivtm if iimproperly designed The usefulness of field observations
ii analyv,.,t, and there can be lags depends on the development of a

in the time between when the infor- standardized system: the informa-
nati,,n is obtuined and when it is an- tion observed should be capable of
alyZ .d being reported in an objective or

standardized manner. Field obser-
User surveys can be conducted for- vations can be conducted formally
mally (questionnaires) or informally (recording observations based on a
(give-and-take discussions with checklist for each area) or informally
users) Questionnaires can vary in (noting significant observations in
the type. amount, and detail of in- a log book).
formation they ask and can be ad-
ministered by project personnel or Management records can be used to
fill-d out by users and returned to a provide selected types of information
,'ntral location (e.g., suggestion reliably and inexpensively (since the
,,,s or gatef ittendant). information has been compiled al-

ready). Management records cannot
Use- surv',vs are less likely to be be used to obtain all types of infor-
,.ml,lyed in a program for monitoring mation, and care must be taken that
f.s,,uree capacity than in one for information from records is not mis-
',al capacit y. But user attitudes interpreted or misapplied.

11-" he'lpful fr' determining the levels
' , or, depletion (e.g., the

i 'vi,,. -f fish. the scenic quality,
whuh itr. act'eptable to users.
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INTRODUCTION I
E:U

Many And Varied Techniques
tz

Every aspect of planning and man- 3 €
agement affects recreational carrying P
capacity in some way. Techniques r
for capacity planning and manage- r,
ment can be considered at all levels -U P
of decisionmaking. ti

Some techniques are easy to apply
and administer and direct in their 5 C
effect; others are difficult to apply ii

and administer and subtle in their E-- di

effect. Various carrying capacity Ir

problems, conditions, and situations I"
may require the application of dif-
ferent techniques. c.

u
Three types of techniques are pre- :E o
sented:

1. General Planning and Activity
Relationships a

2. Site Planning and Design

3. Management Techniques p
" Rules and Regulations 0
" Policies a
" Services 1

This Part introduces the techniques P- P
and provides examples of their appli-

cation. A summary table listing each g
technique and its major features is
provided at the end of this Part.
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I V Thorough identification and clarifi- Emphasize controlling vehicle

Identifying And Clarifying cation of management objectives re- use rather than correcting over-
143 Management Objectives quires maximum cooperation and use through increased mainte-

coordination between recreation nance.

Thorough identification and clarifi- planners and resource managers
cation of management objectives per- early in the master planning process Plan so the capacity of each
taining to recreation resource use at and throughout the process. support facility is equal to the

r:u Corps projects can avoid subsequent carrying capacity of the area
problems of overuse and overcrowd- A few examples of carrying capacity it serves.

[:0 ing. Management objectives should management objectives are listed here
receive early. consistent, and com- to show the various subjects and * Avoid overcrowding and over-

i 41 prehensive attention in the recrea- levels of specificity that management use, even if it is necessary to
tion master planning and plan updat- objectives can address and how close recreation areas.

I ing process. master plans can be more clearly
defined using more definitive man- Use public information and

if Carrying capacity analysis should be agement objectives, education to maximize user

an integral part of the process of satisfaction and resource pro-
:. developing management objectives. Provide for the greatest variety tection rather than increased

In almost all cases, management ob- of recreation opportunities pos- regulation.
jectives will have some effect on the sible, given the capability of
carrying capacity of an area. Also, resources to sustain such activ- * Ensure user satisfaction for all
carrying capacity information can be ities. types of boaters, even if lake
used to help formulate management zoning must be used.

[. objectives.• Maxiize use of the area consis-
tent with the objective of re- Plan for overflow situations by

Carrying capacities should be calcu- taining normal maintenance lev- providing carefully selected
lated and carrying capacity options els. overflow areas.

L4U should be considered in formulating
appropriate, realistic management Plan for use of the resource at Reduce user conficts on the lake
objectives to determine what an ap- the highest possible density regardless of the costs of im-
proprate level of use should be. level, regardless of the levels proved enforcement of Corps

-: Once desired carrying capacity levels of control and maintenance re- regulations.
are decided upon, their implications quired to do so.

1 : for such items as operation and
maintenance costs, personnel, and Plan areas so that resource use
public acceptability should be con- and capacity controls can be
sidered before finalizing capacity initiated with a minimum of
guidelines and the master plan. cost, effort, and public dis-

pleasure.
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Dispersing Activity Areas to Reduce when activity areas are concentrated
GENERAL PLANNING & ACTIVITY Overcrowding and Overuse in a few locations. This technique g
RELATIONSHIP TECHNIQUES can be evaluated during the initial

Dispersed activity areas can help recreation planning process for each
General planning and activity rela- prevent overcrowding and overuse, area.
tionship techniques generally prevent Master planners can disperse recrea-
problems of overuse, overcrowding, tion areas throughout a project area Varying Levels of Accessibility to
and underuse from occurring. They (rather than concentrating them at Reduce Overcrowding and Overuse
tend to be readily accepted by one or a few locations) to more even-
users, less costly, and more easily ly distribute use of the resource. Different levels of use can be a-
applied than remedial, problem- chieved by discouraging or encour-
solving techniques aging access. Making vehicular

access to areas more difficult by
The Corps master planning processcan provide an overall framework for " providing only narrow dirt or gravel

n pentrance roads (rather than wide
addressing carrying capacity at both paved roads) and locating areas far V-M
the project area, recreation area,.ae od)adloaigaesfr~and prctt area. If-veation The a ufrom a highway (rather than near aand activity area levels The guide- highway) will tend to discourage l.U- "
lines in Part 2 of this Handbook are heavy use of an area.
tools for use in this planning pro- hev s fa-ra
cess '9UkEk' .6 1 ACC, ro(HTT' However, making vehicle access less

convenient is unacceptable to many
users. Limiting access to areas might
work best when trying to achieve a i h
desired carrying capacity for nonin- c
tensive activities, such as walk-in A
tent camping or nature study, at
more remote locations. '

Making access inconvenient is a ,
VNTATF.P AT, 'Y A 2M A rMNTS technique that is not widely used by

the Corps, although ditches, berms, L-U
While dispersing activity areas and other barriers have been used
throughout a project may be advan- to protect areas from unwanted
tageous from a carrying capaacity vehicles and users. Accessibility
standpoint, operation and maintenance can be addressed during project
costs will probably be higher than master planning.

44 =:.
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Providing Selected Impact Areas to Planning Activity Areas Outside activities such as trailer camping,
Reduce Overuse and Overcrowding Environmentally Sensitive Areas picnicking, and group activities.

to Prevent Overuse
_--U Overuse, overcrowding, and user Separating Conflicting Activities to

conflicts can be reduced or elimi- Recreation areas should be located Reduce User Conflicts
5 - nated by directing activities which away from environmentally sensitive

tend to be more punishing to the areas (such as flood-prone areas, User conflicts can be reduced by
Fz envire-ment (e.g., group camping, steep slopes, and erosion prone separating incompatible recreation ac-

ORV riding, and group picnicking) soils) to avoid or minimize the po- tivities. By separating conflicting
to specially selected impact areas. tential for resource overuse. Apply- activity areas, each activity area can

ing this technique in the initial achieve a higher carrying capacity.
This technique involves carefully development of an area can avoid User satisfaction will also be in-
selecting impact areas for heavy use: costly problems of resource overuse, creased because of fewer conflicts.

IZU areas capable of sustaining intense Applying this technique involves
and more destructive use. These identifying and mapping the sensitive
areas can be identified and mapped areas and the more resilient areas
during the initial planning stages within the project.
when environmentally sensitive areas
are being identified . -9 , f L F ULCTUATION 0 . .

Senced degradation or those which - _ ..

have limited recreational value could
I[- -] bepotential impact areas. Manage- '-,,,o, .. ... Ament should be prepared to consider '' _

these areas as ones w hich can he .-# r..sacrificed in order to protect and \ LA
- enhance user experiences in other '§O"ARA, hT c , CrLIDC, ACTI,,C, S ,

areas. •

Some projects have designated old FNU, oNMETALLY ' ' AIE Application of this technique re-
1--- sa'd and gravel quarry areas (where quires knowledge of the basic incom-

the natural resource has already Unfortunately, some of the more sen- patibiities of activities and par-
_ been heavily scarred or destroyed) sitive areas are also the more at- ticipants. Although the technique of

for ()RV riding. Excavation areas tractive recreation resources. The separating major conflicting activities
[ for dam construction or road materi- most sensitive areas can be avoided can be used remedially to eliminate

as could also be used for ORV or used for less intense activities activity conflicts, it is advantageous
sites, such as nature study, hiking, or to separate potentially conflicting

wildlife preservation. Resilient areas activity areas during initial project
I..u can be planned for more intense planning.

Si --- ;' *:..-.. 4. -
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Zoning Areas on the Lake Surface * Designating portions of the lake * Establishing a no wake area
to Reduce User ConfTlicts surface for different activi- around marinas, boat ramps, I

ties. and shoreline fishing areas.
Designating separate areas on the
lake for activities which normally
conflict (e.g. ,boat fishing, water-
,,kiing. general boating, and swim-
ming) can increase the carrying so, .'
capacity of the lake and reduce user
conflicts.

The disadvantages of this technique A I
are the difficulty of enforcement, NO WAE AREAS

the cost of enforcement, and the V
lack of acceptance by some users. Installing a double line of floats c
Zoning could be most acceptable if * Restricting certain uses of the and no wake buoys around a
applied to newly developed project lake to certain times of the day. swimming area to reduce con-
areas where boating patterns have
not vet been established. flicts between swimmers and

boaters. The no wake area re-

Examples of how this technique can duces waves in swimming areas bT w a
be applied include: that are sometimes a problem

for children.
* Designating the type of boating

over the entire lake. L A K- F

NO WAKE ARE5A

46C2
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Planning for a Variety of User Locating Functionally Related Using Information and Exposure

r-@ Exp eriences to Increase ~ Activity Areas Close Together to Increase or Decrease Use
Social _Caacit toIncrease Use

Informing people about recreation
F = Planning different areas to provide Most people who come to Corps lakes opportunities (through the use of

ai for different user experiencas can participate in a variety of activities, signs, maps, brochures, billboards,
reduce overcrowding and increase an Some Corps recreation areas are and other media) could help to in-

w-,. area's social capacity. Areas used underused, especially picnic areas crease the use of underused areas
by similar socioeconomic, age, and and hiking trails, because they are and to better distribute use among
interest groups can generally be de- not located in close proximity to recreation areas within a project.
veloped at higher carrying capaci- other activity areas. Higher levels This technique can also be used to

k: ties than areas used by dissimilar of use can result by locating func- direct recreators away from over-
groups. because similar types of tionally related activity areas close crowded and overused areas.

|-- users generally tend to have fewer together.
conflicts than dissimilar user groups. Making an area's existence more ob-
The preparation of planning goals , L vious (e.g., locating recreation
and objectives and efforts to obtain - areas where there is good visual ex-
public input to the planning process ./ ... ./ posure from highways) reduces the
should address the various experi- potential for underuse, but inadver-
ences desired by users. tently might increase the potential

F :afor overcrowding and overuse.
Situations where this technique could " Fe/ prI c-

be applied include: Making the area's existence less ob-

Pvdg saa arsf vious to the general public as a re-
-• Providing separate areas for sult of few signs and/or poor visual

group camping and picnicking. exposure may help to prevent or

Providing separate areas for T ;A1 rS solve overcrowding and overuse by

tent and trailer camping, multi- discouraging recreational use.
Consideration should be given to However, some Corps recreation

family camping, walk-in tent planning picnic areas near beaches areas are already difficult to find,
camping, semiwilderness camp- and hiking trails near major activity and fewer signs and directions would
ing, and other camping exper- areas. Most Corps hiking trails are probably benefit only local users.
iences. interpretive trails which do not

3 * Providing areas for handicapped connect activity areas together. In Making an area seem more or less
recreators. addition to better location of inter- attractive by the name given to it

pretive trails, pathways can be can either increase or decrease use.
Providing areas which meet the provided for general hiking to and For example, the name Rattlesnake
needs of teenagers and young from activity areas. These pathways Knob could be given to an area to

3 adults and other areas for more should especially provide walking for decrease use, while Meadow Valley
family-oriented recreation ex- pleasure opportunities near the water could be used to name an area where
periences. or within view of the water, increased use is desired.
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SjSLAGActivities and Facilities .to distances to provide for individ-SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN Increase Resource _Capacity ual family, multifamily, and group u
TECHNIQUES and Social Capacit picnic experiences.

Whil- ite planning and design tech- Proper site selection for a given * Siting picnic and camping areas
niqte; are best considered during activity can preclude or minimize re- in wind-sheltered areas,
he initial design concept and site source overuse. Steep or sensitive Locating beaches on south fac-A

planning stages to prevent problems areas should be avoided or carefully ing slopes for best solar expos-
f e,vecr,,wding. overuse, underuse. developed to minimize negative en- uf

and use.r dissatisfaction, they are vironmental impacts. Some activities ure, sheltered from prevail-
aiK. verv effective when applied to need to be on level, well-drained ing winds and away from -3 5.1
r,..mjIv such problems Generally, ground (picnicking and sunbathing), heavily used boating areas.
thi.v are, mree direct than general and some can take advantage of Areas which are likely to be y,

pl;nninL tchniques and affect upland and marshy areas (hiking, erodedfshould be aoidedAlso.beaches could be located outside 9 Ma-irvin;- aai y at a much more horseback riding, hunting). isolated cove areas to ensure ii ,

site speifi level. cleansing by water action
Arranging sites and facilities in a

This section describes a wide variety manner which recognizes user pref- * Orienting campsites to reduce U
,f site planning and design tech- erences can enhance the recreation negative impacts such as head-
roques to achieve and control recrea- experience and increase the social light glare from vehicles. I:: M
ti,,nal carrying capacity. Some tech- capacity of an activity area. If A
niques are easy to apply; others are applied during initial site planning * Providing common open space ar- C= U :
diffiicult Some techniques require and design, this technique is not eas along the lakeshore, rather
very n,ticeable changes in the phys- costly and can be very effective, than letting these areas be
wal environment others are subtle Rearranging sites and facilities to monopolized by a few. Picnic

rid n,t 'asily noticed. solve overcrowding and overuse will sites and campsites could still - r
be more costly and less popular with be located relatively close to
users. Some examples of siting the lakeshore (e.g., 50 to 100 m
techniques include: feet away).

* Situating picnic and campsites * Aligning hiking trails on gen-
(as well as access drives and erally stable soil offering div- -
paths) in a place where the soil ersity of terrain, plant mater- F
is neither easily eroded nor too ials, animal habitats, water ,
steep, in a place offering features, and views and pro-
good views of the lake, and viding trails linking activity
away from stagnant, mosquito- areas.
producing water. Situating boat ramps adjacent to

* Arranging tables in picnic areas but outside other use areas to,
so they are spaced at different reduce conflicts between boa I

48
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launchers and other recreators Converting a tent and trailer swim without having access to
Ip or activities, camping area to a tent camping deep water.

area to reduce resource over-

Redesigning Areas to Reduce Overuse use. Changing the type of facilities
and Overcrowding ,, in activity areas, such as re-

d. , , placing permanent concrete pic-
Art-as can be redesigned to deal with T nic tables with movable wooden

rue a nd overcrowding . Th is - tables. Tables could then be
t--hnique includes rearranging sites moved by picnickers to achieve
w thin an activity area. Where over- " _ preferred distances and group-
,.,,ding or overuse occurs, camp- ings and the amount of resource

I. picnic tables, and other rec- r # " '"' . wear would be more evenly dis-
rctittl ,n facilities could be spaced tributed throughout the area.
I 4II rth,r apart or relocated to new.
n.r,- rvsient areas Also. over- . . y Upgrading abandoned roads near

S.(verused activity areas (popular boat fishing areas to
,n h- r-,designed for less intense , r reduce fishermen's use of the
i, i;.-s such as walk-in tent ('amp- <3 ramps in or near campgrounds

int ,r nature. study. - or day use areas. This reduces
I NI Aconflicts between the fishermen

gth..uh the technique of redesign- sr ,ArM(, ArrTF (with quickly launched boats)
r nK is effective in solving problems and the pleasure boaters (with
4 ,vercrowding and overuse, it * Changing an activity area from less easily launched craft).
g f-nerally is ostly and is likely to one activity to another (such as
t, Linpopular with users if the from camping to picnicking) .
redesign results in fewer recreation could result in fewer users and -j ( "
sites It is a remedial technique less use.
that can he avoided if social and *x i t i o a > N
resource capacity are addressed Expanding the size of an area
during the initial site planning or its facilities (such as a
stage beach area, lengthening a hik-

ing trail to accommodate more AA ',Ocrt 1, .F, .rt

Examples /r how this technique can hikers, adding more launching
he applied include: lanes to an existing ramp to o.reduce overcrowding, etc.). t "1, '- --" , \ \

* :a Relocating closely spaced camp- r d ing ae w ming ck-

sites or picnic sites to new or Providing a swimming dock
adjacent areas and arranging which could separate younger + .
them farther apart to prevent swimmers from more experienced
overcrowding and overuse swimmers, where children could A^!AAS(NI t T re
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*Redesigning or arranging water- Reducinkgr the Number of Recreation *Reducing the number of parking X
ski docks and/or waterski Sites orUnits to Reduce spaces at a day use area, boat
lanes. launching ramps, systems Overuse and Overcrowding lucigrmohkngtri
of buoys, etc. ,to encourage The spaces can be replaced
boating activities in appropriate Reductions in the number of rec- with plantings or other land-
areas on the lake. reation units or support facilities can scape elements.

be a very effective solution to over-
*Redesigning recreation areas so use and overcrowding problems.

boat ramps are adjacent but Techniques which call for reductions
outside other activity areas to in existing opportunities to use rec- C:(A KJ'1A Areduce conflicts between boat reation resources and facilities can
launchers and other recrestors. be very expensive and are generally

disfavored by users. Therefore, 0*Redesigning boat launching fa- project managers should not over- N wc FCE
cilities by designating areas to develop an area with the idea that
prepare boats for launching and selective cutbacks can be accom-
to secure boats for travel after plished later.rrKo rs or

retrieval.Some examples of how this technique Usinjg Various Methods and Materials W
can be applied are: For Controln CrultonT

"D Eimiatig rcreaionl uits Reduce Overuse and Overcrowding

~that p robe spaced too close and a One of the best techniques for pre-sorcem of overcrowding or re- venting and correcting overuse and Usoreoveruse is evident, overcrowding is regulating and
channeling vehicle and pedestrian

C) )c~ traffic. Numerous methods and
A-i jt ~materials can be used to control7circulation and channel traffic. The

most appropriate and effective meth- W A
__C 0odii will vary from project to) p rojec t

r 6W, T5LE 601r S V"and will depend upon the materials W_ A~>'k> ~ J rov. A~L~ (A~' O~t'and resources at hand.

*-*Making a campground more Examples of some methods and mate-
- '* '-'primitive by removing support rials to control circulation and chan- :

facilities such as individual nel traffic include;
water and electric hookups at
each site, shower buildings., Piroviding a gate attendant who

A .and visitor parking lots, controls access to an activity
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area such as a campground, MAN MAL)E CONTKOLS * Limiting the number of boat
picnic area. or boat launching launching ramps and other lake
,ramp access points when overcrowd-

ing of the lake surface is

U Ising Corps rangers to help evident. In using this tech-

control circulation and direct nique, care should be taken to

traffic during heavy use per- avoid causing congestion at

iods. remaining launch ramps.

*Using a wide variety of mate- fl f
riais as physical barriers to '-- o

channel traffic and control cir-

culation. I- A

O. X •5 *Limiting the number of access
points and entrance roads to

, " activity areas.

- -- - - "..... ' "-- # - '

.' ' _____________________.__
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*Controlling boat circulation on Hardening can be costly and is mild- *Paving camper pads. Travel
the lake through a well-planned ly acceptable with users. People trailers are easier to level on
system of buoys. surveyed indicated a greater pref- paved pads and overuse is re-

erence for surfaces of wood, fine duced where the vehicle rests.
R equiring boat circulation on pea gravel, or small stones than for Because the edges of the pad
the lake to be in one general concrete and asphalt paving, are susceptible to wear, this
direction (e.g. counterclock- can be prevented by having
wise). Examples of how this technique can wide pads edged with a hard-

be applied include: ened material.
*Using buoys to mark designated
lanes for waterskiing. *Using impact sites consisting of

a gravel "floor" contained by
*Posting directional and informa- pressu re- treated timber ties.
tional signs at strategic loca- Use of this type or site is
tions to guide recreators. suited for wooded and/or slop- -

ing areas:~ impact sites are N, T T.'

easily fitted to the terrain and
H sardening Natural Surfaces result in little overuse of offsiteE

to Reduce Overuse resources. Impact sites work *Terracing a sloping site with
well initially where overuse can steps of pressure - treated tim-

Changing natural surfaces by hard- be expected such as at wat- ber ties and putting stone ?
ening them to withstand more use erside sites, at shaded sites, at and/or concrete riprap around
can increase resource capacity and electric and water serviced fixtures and pads subject to W_-A
prevent overuse. Worn grass and sites and where soil and slope being washed out by seasonal
muddy conditions can be alleviated conditions are sensitive (see high water will help reduce _
and maintenance reduced. Harden- Demonstration 4, page 84). overuse.
ing the sites also defines them
better, which tends to psychological-kg U

ly contain users on the hardened

aras redcing ireona and unfor- pesetead tibr is•----

conflicts . Ve 
-

The technique works better whensl ----'
a plied initially in the more sensitive o

recreation resources where overuseoffsi

areas can te identified and mapped i
during the initial planning of project wasedo
recreation areas. 4 page 84.oes

5 2

mg the sites also deine5hm 
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i*140 Hardening an erodible site with Hardening worn pathways to conditions result in overuse.precast concrete and seeding prevent further overuse. Hardening makes the trail lessover it. susceptible to adverse weather
influences, and the hardenedsurface makes the trail more ac-

c,,c ... .cessible to physically handi-

capped and elderly people.

.. . , . . . Paving overflow parking lotsIz-U 
. when wear reaches the point

beyond regeneration of grass.
S * ardening the area around pic-shorelines

nic tables and grills by using A wthbrock ria wooblk* gravel, concrete, or asphalt with rock riprap, wood bulk
paving prevents overuse around heading, plantings, and soil
the unit. * Providing steps down a bluff or cement to prevent shoreline

steep bank to the water from erosion. These techniques areh .U picnic or campsites to eliminate generally very costly.
worn paths, erosion, and the

f .trampling of ground cover.

i .... A .... 'Hardening interpretive trailsurfaces by installing wood s 0l,, _ 4 "  
-I U steps, perrons, or boardwalks

H n " r where poor soil and/or slope
-- Hardening the "yard areas" a- ,,,,, .

ii round restroom, shower, and E 1,,TNC_ '.. - .,AaoMMXoA -obathhouse building with gravel,
[ - wood chips, paving, or sand to

prevent overuse.

'.Z~ TERI, FEMONAn

IA~i F K1 IE1 no
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Replacing grass with sand at natural cover when initially develop- •Spacing campsites closer togeth-
sunbathing areas to reduce ing areas. The possibility for using er in a wooded area. This can ::
overuse and muddy conditions. natural buffers can be evaluated result in a higher campsite den-

when new recreation areas are being sity but does not necessarily ::
Using resilient plant materials, planned. add to overcrowding. Vegeta-
grasses in particular, to reduce tion between sites provides pri- :::
or delay overuse in heavily Many users cite the use of buffers vacy and makes closer spacings
used areas and along shorelines as an acceptable solution to over- acceptable. ::
of water fluctuation. crowding problems. Some users
Reseeding ditches and swales to indicate that buffers are not accept- .) -?' ,

m in miz e r sio a n in tal in g ab le b ecau se (1 ) th e y screen v iew s ( _

miimz erso an intlln

g r a v e l a n d / o r w ood , c on c re t e , o f t h e la k e o r r e c r e a t o r s ' ( 2 ) t h e y  W--]i '  41'

or asphalt at critical areas such block breezes which cool campsites, -
as around culverts, inlets, and and (3) they harbor ticks and other / .f_ "
outflow pipes to prevent ero- udsrbeiscs

sion. Examples of how buffers can be ap- CtkMPSITF t FFIEJZ. 197 V_

uigBuffers to increase plied include: •Using one activity area as a 9:= A
Social Ca paritt Purposely locating campsites and buffer between others, such ascoetg

picnic grounds in areas with situating a grass area with pic-
Conflict- reducing buffers can help sufficient vegetation to serve as nic tables and shade trees be- :-prevent overcrowding and can in- buffers or in areas which offer tween a beach and the parking

crease the carrying capacity of an good potential for planting new area. This approach buffers g= _M.area. Buffers can be man-made, materials where necessary sunbathers from traffic and dis-
man-planted, or natural plant materi- courages driving on the beach.
als, topography, or extra land or Screening negative or undesir-
water between areas e able features from recreators v

such as screening utility struc- accepable
Buffers perform many functions: tures and buildings and block- ,

they give privacy, control soil ing noise, dust, and headlight -erosion p screen views, reduce noise, glare from vehicles. ca st,. .

offer visual relief, provide shade,control wind, and channel vehicular rn
and pedestrian traffic. Buffers can

ible activity areas and between
individual sites. Poir

Planted buffers can be costly, but
littln cost is incurred by retaining

a5s t pe a

water b e a sb

sc a

ufb
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* Providing an adequate buffer of but could be costly. Increasing the Developing additional parking
vegetation and/or distance be- number of facilities and site ameni- spaces, if necessary.
tween potentially conflicting ties might not help activity areasizu activity areas, such as between that are underused because of poor Paving access roads and adding
a hunting area and a camp- visual exposure, a remote location, pathways to and within activity
ground or a horseback riding poor accessibility, or poor signage. areas.
trail and sunbathing area.

* Examples of this technique include: Installing steps down embank-
Using buffers to channel traffic ments to the outlet areas to

. and reduce circulation conflicts 0 Providing electric and water improve access for fishermen.
between walkers and vehicles, service to campsites.

Providing shade trees and shel-
0+ Providing showers, amphitheater ters if heat is a major reason

programs, and outdoor activities for underuse.
for campers.

SCntutn abahEmploying Certain Site Planning
Costuc.n a bathhouse or and Design Principles to
food concession facility at a Increase User Satisfaction

I.U.' _ beach.

The carrying capacity of activity
Providing floating docks for use areas can be increased by applying

-= Increasing Facilities by waterskiers or swimmers. certain site planning and design
an e Amenities principles. Sites which cater to the

* to Increase Use * Installing fish - cleaning facil- desires and requirements of users

An activity area is typically under- ities. and their equipment can ensure

used because of its lack of certain * Situating more picnic tables users of an enjoyable stay. The

* site amenities desired by users or its and campsites closer to the application of this technique requires
an awareness of user preferences

remote location relative to the lake. water to facilitate access and which can be considered during the
* The installation of certain services visibility without monopolizing initial site planning stages of an

and facilities at the site may help to the shoreline.
increase the use and enjoyment of activity area.

underused areas and could relieve * Offering activities within or
* overcrowding and overuse in other near campgrounds and picnic Some examples of this technique for

activity areas. Improvement to areas areas such as balifields, bas- increasing carrying capacity are:
* must be done carefully--possibly in ketball courts, field game

stages--to keep from creating an areas, and horseshoe pits. * Situating support facilities di-
* - overcrowded condition. Additional facilities would serve rectly serving the camper on an

users who desire ancillary acti- area hardened to sustain extra
2 This technique is likely to be very vities, especially programs and wear. The area should provide

effective and acceptable to users, activities for teens. for: camper parking, a table,

I-5
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gri, fie ring lantern post, trailer or extra vehicle space 0 Providing two traffic lanes on

gri h hookups, and trash should be a hardened area near each side of the control gate to

contaieis. Campsite amenities the front of the site. Facilities expedite traffic flow, partic-

.hout be arranged to allow should be situated away from ularly for users who do not I---

maximum convenience and m o the rear of the pad so that need to stop each time.

imum overuse. When looking units can be backed in all the I g
from the vehicle entrance of the way. ..

cam psite. the patio area, table, 0 U sing t e " i
grill, fire ring, lantern post * Using the "spine" type of road .
and trash receptacle should be in a picnic area or campground 3 , - . 'f- ..

on the left-hand side. The ser- so people don't have all traffic • ,. ,

vice hookups should be on the passing their site. .. * ....

back right-hand side of the pad. , (.A.fO@<OUNO Co 'to7 e 5 ll

A Fm. A 
Accommodating long recreaction- I -

al vehicles and cars pulling

' -.. trailers by providing an ade-

, -quate turning radius so vehicles

CA , CCO D are not forced to leave the

paved surface at intersections,

-f 
great- control gates, dumping stations,

er convenience. A designated campsites, boat ramps, parking .

tent site pad should have no and turnaround areas.

• more than a three percent cross
• .. ~ ~~slope. Tenting sites or areas o0gasso~ aesufcet0 

, I '

of grass should have sufficient

space with proper slope for a . \, S=1
tent to be pitched in a different -< 4o S=

place than previous campers -

" have used. __

I' N"- Retaining or planting trees

S' {while developing campsites in

.. .. tent pad shosuch a manner that there will 3-:
The tent pad should be approx- f-, be adequate distance to easily

imately where a camping vehicle back a trailer into a site or use -I
would be parked. The boat 

,

56 
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an awning on a travel trailer. * Providing pathways and bicycle * Providing benches, parking are-
Trim trees, where necessary, to trails that are totally separate as, walkways, and other support
avoid vehicle damage from iow from roadways or marked on facilities at popular shore fish-

i 3 branches. roads to reduce circulation ing areas.
ccnflicts in campgrounds.

I -i * Providing places for storing

boat trailers within or near
campgrounds where they would _ 00
be secure at night and would ' -'
not contribute to overuse. 3

-Cl 0Designing a trail in a meander-

ing alignment which allows more

people to use an area at one
time, limits visibility to other* • Providing courtesy docks to ex- people, and permits hikers to

pedite boat launching, especial- see more and varied features
-=3 ly for boaters who are alone, along the trail.

L/

13 --' - ' - -

MA,4fgJl'N(4 *.6,NM Nr'

1=3
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lating to resource protection (e.g.,
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES "walk-in tenting only", "no parking Policies

on the grass") and the preferred
distances between users (e.g., rules
of courtesy which encourage pre- Administrative policies, strategies,

Rules And Regulations ferred distances between boats, and courses of action can be effec- .U
fishermen, or hikers) could help tive techniques for achieving carry-

Rules and regulations are generally achieve a desired carrying capacity. ing capacity and preventing problems U
enforced by Corps rangers and are of overuse and overcrowding.
authorized under Title 36, "Rules Additional rules do result in higher Certain procedures can reduce user
and Regulations Governing Public administrative and enforcement costs. dissatisfaction and frustrations.
Use of Corps of Engineers Water Re- Some rules could be difficult to Some of the following techniques may
source I)evelopment Projects." administer or enforce. New rules require changes in present policy or

are generally unacceptable to users, legislation. '3
Stricter -nforcement to Reduce but are more acceptable if overuse
Overcrowding and Overuse and/or overcrowding problems are Closing the Gate to Prevent 9=0

apparent to them. Overcrowding
Stricter enforcement of regulations 9:6
c;in help reduce and prevent over- Limiting the Number of People This technique is now being used in
crowding and overuse and allow the per Group to Prevent both Corps camping areas and day V_-:N
carrying capacity of an activity area Overcrowding and Overuse use areas and has proven to be a
to be achieved. For example, more very effective capacity control tech- 97--:U
patrol boats rid stricter enforcement Limiting the number of people per nique. This technique is easy to
,f existing regulations can help group or site and the number of use, inexpensive, and accepted by S---:U
re-duce the number of boater con- vehicles and/or camping units per most users.
flicts and increase the carrying site can help prevent overcrowding
':;pacity of a lake, and overuse in campgrounds and Some project areas have difficulty

picnic areas. While this technique is deciding when to close the gate. =-:m
Application of this technique to solve effective and not expensive, it is Sometimes entrance gates are closed
carrying capacity problems might be difficult to administer and is unpop- because of crowded (underdesigned) U
costly (especially when additional ular with users. It is most feasible support facilities (e.g., parking
vehicles and patrolling rangers are when applied to camping and picnick- lots), rather than because of over- E -:
required) and sometimes difficult to ing activities. Limiting the people -rowding of recreation areas. Ideal-
,lminister. but it is effective, per group is more easily justified ly, the gate should be closed when 1.

Imposing New Rules and Reu s when separate group activity areas or shortly before an activity area'so w us i are provided within the project area. social capacity is reached. The 1-_
Reduce Overcrowding and Overuse guidelines in Part 2 of this report

Additional rules and regulations provide a sound basis for determin- =-U
,,ul help reduce overcrowding and ing carrying capacity and for justi-

v, rus. Rules and regulations re- fying the closing of gates.

58
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C1: {losing Areas to early and later periods of the some group activities (such as group

Im Prevent Overuse recreation season. Shortening camping or group picnicking), and
the recreation season of areas for monitoring and controlling the

Ii: Closing down areas when natural re- which are showing signs of number of people visiting campers.
source destruction reaches a critical overuse will allow more time for

: point will prevent further resource natural restoration and reduce Permit systems are most appropriate
overuse. If this technique is to be maintenance and restoration and feasible when applied to capacity
effective, it is important for re- costs• problems involving boating, camping,
source managers to be knowledgeable picnicking, and off-road vehicle rid-
about the best indicators or signs of Requiring Permits to Reduce ing. For example, if overcrowding

: potential overuse. The monitoring of Overcr:owding and Overuse occurs or is anticipated:

resource change by managers will
enable an area to be closed and re- Allocating a limited number of rec- •Boaters could be required to ob-

: stored before restoration becomes reational spaces to users in a fair tain a permit prior to using the
infeasible . Most users consider this and efficient manner may be called lake each season. The fee

-- technique to be very acceptable for when there is overcrowding and might only pay for the adminis-
when its need is apparent. overuse. These conditions may re- trative costs incurred to issue

-- quire a permit system. the permit. When a person
: A number of the Corps projects have purchases the permit, he could

m
!

: used this technique. In some cases, Permits could be issued on a lottery, receive a map of the project
an entire recreation area was closed price, advanced reservation, merit, area showing the lake and buoy

: down for restoration. In other ca- or first come first served basis. system, a list of boating rules
ses, only selected areas such as Each method has certain disadvan- and regulations, and be made

• overused campsites were closed. tages and advantages that project aware of any social capacity
managers must carefully consider guidelines regarding preferred

D Some examples of related techniques prior to its application. boat spacings.
include:

Although a perm it system could be S m a p r u d r p ri n.l: Rotating use to different areas effective , it is more costly , requires ofe campgrounds coul beoretn
• each recreation season. more administrative time, and can be ed for prior reservations; this

unpopular with users. Most users could reduce the frustration of
0 C (losing down a different loop of consider this technique to be unac-tr vli g a on w y oly oa campground or section of a ceptable as a solution to overcrowd- frin a loun d. Iay anyt

m-- picnic area for a full season. ing or overuse. reservation system is implement-

* Opening some recreation areas Most activities at the projects do not ed, special care must be taken

~Generally, it is not necessary are used on a first come first served administeredta usr ivimpartiallyi and

to have all the recreation ac- basis. Corps projects use permit thartia esleivei.i m

=ij

o ig, areas o e eal a n le r perio ds f o m pa cti vus
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Permits could be required for Creating User Turnover to Reduce t"V
group picnicking, family re- Overcrowding and Increase Services
unions, group camping, organ- Carrying Capacity
ized group 01V races or activ- Services which help maintain and M2
ities, fishing contests, and This technique involves limiting the restore recreation resources and in-
other special events, length of time a user may engage in form users about how resources can

an activity. This technique is cur- be protected are effective ways of
Char'Kn or Increasing_ Fees to rently used in Corps campgrounds; reducing overcrowding and overuse.
ReduceOvercrowding and Overuse the length of time a camper can stay In addition to being effective. man-

is no longer than 14 days during agement service related techniques
Charging or increasing fees may dis- any 30-day period. Also, the Corps are generally well accepted by users.
courage some people from using an prohibits the placing of camping
activity area, thus reducing over- equipment on a campsite or intermit- Increasing Maintenance and 1=45
crowding or overuse. Conversely, tent personal appearance at the Restoration to Permit
eliminating or reducing fees coi.td campsite for the purpose of reserv- Increased Use 9=V

help solve underuse. ing a designated campsite for future
occupancy. This technique is intend- Increasing maintenance and restora- F= V

Charging fees simply to solve over- ed to keep campsites available to tion can allow for more use, help
crowding or overuse is unacceptable many users and to reduce campsite prevent overuse, and provide more 0 -'A

to most users. Many users indicate poaching by local residents, enjoyable recreation experiences.
a willingness to pay fees for in- The success of this technique de- I U
creased levels of service. In addition to camping, this tech- pends upon the severity of the

nique might also be feasible if used problem and the degree of mainte- 9£
Charging or increasing fees may to solve overcrowding at small Corps nance and restoration applied.
cause users to be more sensitive to lakes. The type of boating activity Incr, ing maintenance and restora- £ U
and demanding about the level of on the lake could be varied (sail tion is a technique for solving
development and services they re- boating, power boating, water ski- overuse is acceptable to users. i
ceive. Also, fees could provide ing) at different time intervals and Perhaps its major disadvantages are
revenue for additional maintenance the number of boats using the lake its cost and the risk that areas may 1 :U
and services, at any one time could be controlled have to be temporarily closed for

by creating and regulating turnover, this technique to be applied.
Differential pricing of campsites
(e.g., sites with electric service The turnover technique might also Some overuse problems can be solved i

have higher fees than the others) is be used to eliminate congestion at simply by more aggressive mainte-
presently being used and is being launching ramps. For example, a nance and restoration efforts such as 1 :3
accepted by Corps campers. Per- flag could be raised at launching reseeding where grass has worn

haps higher fees could be charged ramps indicating it is a good, uncon- away. Other overuse situations might :i
where sites are most popular or gested time to use the ramp. require bringing in to'isoil and sted-vulnerable. ing, utilizing a hvyro-seder, W," :icarrying out an inte.nsive restoration

program
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ProvidingMore and Better Signs should have positive wording
Information to Reduce and explanatory messages, so people
Overcrowding and Overuse will better understand the purpose

of the sign and have more respect
1F Providing more and Letter informa- for it.
,F tion on how to u.se the area properly

may help to reduce overcrowding and
overuse. Corps projects provide TRI
information regarding Title 36 and RE5o0KES,

project area rules and regulations I/V Fm' r-''
relating mostly to the proper use U
of campgrounds and day use areas.

More and better information could be
p provided to boaters, fishermen, and

other recreators, 0'p TH&

--Z:U Additional materials could be directed AFEA LO%O

toward educating recreators and E " T
making them aware of their role in

protecting resources and helping
ensure that other recreators have an

- enjoyable experience. They can
explain why carrying capacity con-

-* trols are necessary. Also, informa-
tion presented to users regarding Carrying capacity information could
social capacity and preferred spac- also be presented during interpretive
ings could be an effective way of programs, movies, and slide shows.

, achieving carrying capacity. Brochures or "handouts" could be
placed at well-selected sites such as
activity area entrance points, boat
ramps, comfort stations, etc. APPLICABILITY OF TECHNIQUES

I ' Most users surveyed indicated that

this technique was very acceptable, Figure 18 on the following page is a
although some questioned its effec- summary of the carrying capacity
tiveness in actually solving problems techniques, their major features, and
of overcrowding and overuse, their applicability.

6 1
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Figure 118, Carrying Capacty Techniques :

~Primary Application

of th e Technique: 
:

Primary Problems/ a Preventive

' Activities Most {Conditions That Could * Corrective Major Ma jo r :I
Infue n,-,d b y the be Prevented or o Both- Could be Kvnae iavna:

Technique ISolved as a Result of used as both a Avnae ia
fFchnique Using the Technique preventive or s

corrective tech-

GENERAL PLANNING AND

ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP .lu~

Aispersing activity CCniping, pi,ntkin, vwrrowding, overuse preventive M Spreads use M Could ncreas in-

areas,,a ,ui llK throughout the proj- tenrance and patr, I
marI n, ,, tivit i y ect costs
qhr'. s , Likely to be ac- W=

c'epted by usersTehaily addressed d
hurin project arean.uLigitTehiu prvnieo

~~master planningl:

GENERAL effectiv ANmtin corctv tech-

Vasring levels of a ; in. picni,gkhji n (i'rcrwding, over- Both y Seads effct a C i

ac es i il t b oa us,, uni~ to ..ik l.t e c

accessibility tishimc', ba~lit ulsc,, lndilrcose * Costs are saved if ceptable to users
[ ... hi ..... used during initial I survyd

planning ' Costs could be high

if applied to correct
Pvi se d a n i irob lens

Providing selected Caping, picnikl,. undcrus, Preventive a Mane Corps projects a The sacrificed area _ -
impact area rV ridimi: ov , rod ing have areas which are gets abused, sometimes

scarred and could overused and over-
well serve as a crowded a
socted impact area
a Could reduce over- *
crowding and overuse

in other act ivity -

areas ant help to
provide more of a
variety of activity v
si tuatlons

Planning activity Camping, picnicking, Overuse Miostly preventive a Easily addressed * Some environment-
areas outside oRV riding hot could he uise during project area ally sensitive areas
environmentally as both master planning are very attractive
sensitive areas * Not costly (visually) locations

* Environmentally
sensitive areas couldU
he use.......d for ..... in- F= A

. . . . . .. ... . .. 2 teinsive activities ... .. . .

---- --- -- --- - -- !ere-ea- vne
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Primary Application
of the Technique:

Primary Problems/ * Preventive
Activities Most Conditions That Could . CorrectiveS . . .. Influenced by the be Prevented or * Both- Could be Major Major

Technique Solved as a Result of used as both a Advantages Disadvantages

P Technique Using the Technique preventive or
corrective tech-

Separating conflict- Camping and day Ov-errowding, user Both Easily addressed - ould be costly if
ing activities ue; ORV and other dinsatisfactlon during project area applied remedially

'i ativitiv master planning
0 Accepted by users

mul surveyed
e If done initially

not costlv
zoning areas on lake 5, tyin, . it, r- , tihm n- -it t- , . Verv effe-tive Difficult to en-
surface r. i in niv r 'r r! win A eptablt ti users force

I Ii it, d 1-w, r h- i surve red a Requires additional
ing -, ,,r Iiti,. e Splecd zoning ,an patrol boats and

.1 1 ine, e w _b.ccom i shed by rangers

Planning for a variety ,- - ,r iyh, inr Prtentivm • Easily addressed
1user experiences mhiin,. ,A ri ,ti- i tioi dirinc initial proj-

iect irva planning

S______ - * Not cost _

Locatine functionally I l ;-' , isf, - prm.-ntiv, ... - i v addressed e Could result in
re lated activity : iii,, ,, I i,, dur ing projeit mastr heavy use, overuse,
areas close together , ,, lini; ;-miv p;11 'it or overcrowding

i-l/, 'W!,,t IH Nt ostlv /

oic Iand .- .. Indrus, 11l t fLimsv ti, addrt,ss the[
xsoure A :}if, v, -ri rlini visual etxp iur if

areas-; du:ring Initial

* iliul-l h-ef tivt e

: like l toi fh
. CC. , table to U.sers

3 '* SITE PLAINNIN, AND
[+:;IGN rEtiHN IQI[T.S

rin a tvtis an d i-: iv:-i- vl-.i liI-- ,.l- II',ynt i, 0 l-nmilIv addrese
0 i i, -, Ici 'ld ring initial sit,

- Eff, -t lye
------ ---- --- Not costly _.. . .

FIgure 18. Coflinued
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Primary Application
I of the Technique:

Primary Problems/ e Preventive

Activitie' Most Conditionas That Could e CorrectiveMaoMjr
if- iI y the be Prevented or a Both- Could be

Tcnqe Solved as a Result of used as both a Advantages Disadvantg'

Itehnique Using the Technique preventive or
corrective tech-

R-designing areas <'i:ph-. iIi'ki ll .'s., Tiid, rus,, Corrective e Iffe'tive e Could be costly
v,r rw.i,' S Could disrupt rec-

reation use
* Unacceptable if
used to reduce rec- c
reat iona I use

t-r ! n r i I I, i i )vr- Crr-tive i rrv eLffctive eUnacceptabie to

.<in c.'sr t. ri- ri ni.. ''c.-rs-o-. cr-cr r'...iig Both #er • Ver tJ,' vt- Could be unippulIar

.I .ir ui i Ion' , 1 Various materials

.. , nr----------------------------------------------.. Very cost-iti-tie,

i.ri-: irn. ntril , i 1 kin iv, rI-it f hoth Verv O fective ilt a (ostlv
-. nrnt,,.-. ', :'. sh,'ri, red- inci, overuse e AsphaIt and ion-

''A nce-tible to livers rete less a cceptibl,-
than fine gravel,
wooden, and other more

natural material i
: :i", -IrtlirI inc' I linkirin. iv, r l 'ing Flot .. Very t-fetiv ln- Could block view 'it

! i V, ' 
'  

idin ,at pfo rivacv lake
a Acceptahle to .i.t e Some users do o t -
livers like huffer, betwecn

6 Whreii dviloping ni,- campsites because it
ari'as it is' e1sv to screens views .1id
i-tv,' . .t I vi.e- increase heat lt l:i
tot ioi insei cts

Plantings mar be

1 ihL-tY ------------
J rii , l.I-i itl 5 -c ' , il l , i , ' i , o( ' [ tl( Vi

I  
a (7tinlr 1i,' tt tfictive e Could result ii

atnd .it. '-niti+,', ,i e 1,,,, l~kt I v to . t 1- - II Iovercrowding o~r over- r :
cii'; vpti'ed iv users is, if not applied

Figure 18. Continued
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Pri yPrimary Application
Iof the Technique:

Activities Most Conditions That Could : Corrective

- . Influenced by the be Prevented or I Both-Could be Major Major
Technique Solved as a Result of used as both a

Technique Using the Technique preventive or
corrective tech-

Employing certain site ppin , in i k in',, v,r, rowdic,: ot, er- K, t h Easy to consider
planning and design hiki: ,.t, m'erun. these principles
principles during initial site

planning stage

* Ie Likely to be well
_ _ _ __ _accepted by users

* 3 MXAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
Rules and regulations

3 Stricter enforcement B,,tinv, -1:1 in-, ,..r'n,., ,Vt.r, rowding Prevent iv e Could be very a Could be costly and
effective in reducing require additional

overuse and over- patrolling rangers
crowding e Use of discretion
a Most users want may lead to unpopular

_ _ _ rules to be enforced results

Imposing new rules K,,t in".11,i1pn. :'r rolldoc, ,r, - 'rr...rew.ntiv, e Provides guidance e Rules often vio-
and regulations r , i, 7n, i n :ri,' for users in specif- lated

ic situations e More rules to be
enforced
* Users must know
rules
e Some limitations

li.iting.the.nu.ber. . r... r.... ........ t... ..... because of Title 36
_L Ltiting the number fl.dig. iBoth Effective in re- * Unpopular with

,,f people per group du ri iI,' ducing overcrowding users

l . and overuse a Difficult to en-I * Works best if group force an exact number
areas are ;Also pro-

vided

S-3 rline the gate .12.: i<. rlti ir, 'F, rio, preeros. Preventive a Very effective e Use must be moni-
111 ] , i,:, con tro I tored

wi :,:,ii,,, ,.. * Easy to adminis- • Requires knowledge

I1t hini ter of overcrowding lndi-
0 Acceptable to users caters

9 Might be difficult
to administer if
there are several ac-

--- Flgure 
8
. Continued fiess points
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, Primary Application

of the Technique:

Primary Problems! e Preventive
Activities Most Conditions That Could e Corrective
Influenced by the be Prevented or s Both -Could be aajor Aajor

Technique Solved as a Result of used as both a Advantages Disadvantages

Technique Using the Technique preventive or
corrective tech-

. .. ... . . . ni 3 cn __- Preventive
Closing areas (amping, picnicking, Overuse ereventive * Cost-effective 0 Requires knowledge

hiking. swiming, (vs. rehahilitation) of critical point
sunhatitng, power * Acceptable to users

-~~~ hoat In-- at fishing ___-__ _...............__

Requiring permits to Camping, picnicking, Overcrowding, overuse, !Both * Guarantees out-of- * Does not control
use recreation areas boating, ORV riding user frustrations towners will have a carrying capacity

spot per se
* Reservations could * Is unpopular with
be applied only to users surveyed
sonv sites or activ- • Costly to adminis-

Itv areas ter
0 Very effective & Limited by Title 16 c J

SMHay deny opportun-
.. . " . . . .. . . .ity when no need to Il -*

Charging or increasing PI nIhing, Fwim- iverrrwding Both e Could he very e Effective only
fees :rig, amping effective when fee is set b

• Equitv market demand 9 A
* Provides money v Equity
* Many wa's to apply I Limited b lTitle 36 9-

-------------- - - - - - - - - - -thils techni --ue _Unp-pular to_ users

Cr gue on ,rdioti' e Could lbe vers' Could be unpopular -
'csK I effective * Could be difficult

,vrs[ *i Not costly to administer

Increasing mainte- (f 'Irrg, jickioc, Ovr,,- both * Ves' acceptable * Could b, costly
nance and rt.;torat ion 1h,,r'- fishinri with isers a Could requir

P ir f feftive closing recreation

..... 0-r-, ,vt'r- 1 11 Ver' acceptiable * (ild h, costly
rettir inf,,rmatlion ,tn, f iJ, in rdIn , nide. with sers v :i

. )rl' RV rid l , 9 Co~uld be vterv

i i rof, P iur -I) ta".r elt t ive

FIgure 18. Continued
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.Identifying And Solving

| INTRODUCTION 'Underuse2 (Picnicking)

.=1

This part contains demonstrations of: maximizing
Carrying capacity

0How the carrying capacity guide- 3 (Boat Launching,

I I lines (Part 2) can be used in Shoreline Fishing, Hiking)
different activity situations.

I- 6 How the carrying capacity tech- lMaximizing Resource

l= I niques (Part 3) can be used to I (Capingy

I-1-

coto caryin IdentiyfyCaming)AdSovn

While the demonstrations are repre- CAPACITY MANAGEMENT FOR
sentative of carrying capacity prob- MULTIPLE USE BOATING AREAS
lems observed at actual Corps proj-
ect areas, hypothetical areas and Determining The
problems are used in presenting eachci
demonstration. Although each dem-( oc amp
onstration involves one or more C I A FOR

• : II selected activities, the use of the
carrying capacity guidelines and Controlling The

* =I techniques may be equally applicable Carrying Capacity
to other activities. Of A Lake

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT FOR
I The demonstrations are organized MULTIPLE USE LAND AREAS

under the following headings:
Determining Social
Capacity And Using

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT FOR 7 Support Facilities Based
I SINGLE USE AREAS On Capacity

I U l Identifying And Solving 0 Combining Techniques1 Overcrowding And Overuse 8 For Capacity Control
:1 (Camping)

KI

I I 69
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overuse using the carrying capacity the sites are heavily wooded; the
SINGLET USE AES T O guidelines and techniques. other sites are in mostly open areasSINGL USE REASwith little tree cover or shade. TheExample 1 - Redesigning a Camp- distance between camp pads ranges

Idenifunn nd olvng round Using the Social Capacity from 15 ft to 50 ft; the average spac-
IdOentifying And overus Guidelines ing has resulted in overcrowding
Ovrrodn An(Ceus and overuse. In addition, several(amping) Campground A provides 332 fee other planning and design problems

sites. Landscape buffers serve as a exist at this campground (see Figure
Purpose visual screen between some of the 19)1.

sites. Approximately one fourth of
This demonstration provides two3
examples of how to identify and deal
with problems of overcrowding and3:

- ie not well :
dealineated:

SIt-is located atong pads too short3:
Primay acess oad-visual exposure to

service buildings~~ 5 ra ecuae

[highs r s peeds; numerous conflicts

agtorists. cyclists. and3:

CAMPING ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CAreiMPitINGNI~NO~

P no viator day user A 'no contact station;
'. parkring camper N common entrance point

conflicts fotr campets and boat -5~5-~$ swiming n swiminglauncher. causes conges-3:
undesignated 

area OAT 
a

poor circulation detteay

over.. of L A K Einadequait maneuvering
:hl:n L:AK E space; no p rep arato aresa :

Figure 19. Campground A EM:w
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Th rjc aaeetchoe.oAtrrvein-h eorecpc
Fat. oniio.ffc

esabis carigcpct eesfri udlns (ulndi at2

Theldprojec malownagemn: hoe to t - acterievewn the resurc capac- deie
lh f Cto Heith Effecretng rsoretvrue

thecapgrun asth fistste i tat. Body Ostrote IA pand h arn capacity techiuesa

Apyn therfiestofe prcemsts u - t -eIe decidsthat prgact c apsite to-

caact gudlie (seet Fiuef0fectiveno 1~eoyAces 05 tes -I n esoration, c lan b se to r* ~~~* yields the ~ ~ ~ ~ A~ following llfsc on of acilties ple-sot o civ h oil aaiygieie
Bre o8 portrnt of the capie Ag withrutse atneore oeue

-3. ---- i gu e 2

C A 32 percent of the campsites Vecup tz 3-8 M)t I grAlou n A r made oo i te inst iteg
26 ft apart Numbrrhof OtrActivitis (sne monaitr ieings prg a e to ealae the

Ant~~~~~~~~~h o!~oino oiitn esn fetvenessroflm the paso curb
B 21 percent of the campsites Fx -~ nc-------(. -~ a -m - oeusto e. eilpann n e

E U4 f pr f- - t 312 Figure 22 illustrates how Camp-

I~Mdfe A' C 31 pecn ofte cIsts ep i e ground A might laeook e if the yn
66 ftrpatngme 13 Act-56t7e76- 7-11 capait guidelines a recapi ed ande

21~~_ pecn of_ thacmppesli- el of in remed ial planning ande
* -~ 9 ft aartdsign.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Dn IU tin Effec - iue22ilsrte1o ap

3 ~Aodtlalor . ablcsi to -oos--rtot table is peovided
to Apl"endi5 .

I Z~UFigure 20. Work Space for Campground A

Mm:~
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4 C4

I~ ~~~~ I It~'etea F p _

V6 its46' spacing itn rIse
26 spac ng gras sit.

grass site rdne pad ---- g st

*hardened pad pAPNGIanting buffer -hardened pad
tent or trailer IT tent or troller

visitor restroom F~'bms-
parki"9~I~

vsitor pckn j~9 station
CAMPING

visitor .~Is restroom visitor
rp.ros sheter 'arin

restroom(

vnigsitor~r registered campers &
perit k~ 70g -impact sites -. visitors with permits

parkin ~e66 spacing back up parking \ ol

I~ ~ -hardened site i Ian. 4 pe

I')~, whele untsBOAT rest tas LJ visitor parking RAMP c_ contact

as sts~L A K Ea to

9'spacing
grass site & pad

i _ tent or trailer

CM SITEMIMWARY_ CAMPGROUND A
45 (20%) at 26' spacing *overcrowding eliminated SCHEME1 9I
64 (28%) at 46' spacing with variety of aite
70 (31%) at 66' spacing type and spacing -3
46 (2 1%) at 97' spacing *heavily used shoreline

227 (100%) redeveloped with
impact siug.

Figure 21. Remedial Design of Campground A
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2
" 4

roa relge1-----'

4* sie
IQ so4rfic-9 stl ; 6 p cn

rad realignede
-~ t n ton traffi ~ te 46r spie AM IGL to rac ile

spacing on!d, lni g rasffe t

pathway on road edge

estr mspeed bumps
3 '4 - {dum~.

10 o shlterC station

re (z 6 I I restroom CAMPING
resroshelter visitor*__ _T_ parki

CAMPING tent sites fo camPICNICiING
048' spacing SWIgnIN

81rogrssie frcampers, registered campers &
L --- -Jparking * visitors with permits only

~.470 impact a tootnecnat tto

* 9?'' spacingAT t W

7. spite8pag L docks -t fr day users

CAMPSITE SUMMARY CAMPGROUND A
41 (20%) at 26' spacing overcrowding eliminated
64 (28%) at 46' spacing with variety of site SCHEME II

I - 70 (31%) at 86' spacing type and spicing
48 (2 t%) at 97' spacing heavily used shoreine

I ~ 227 (100%) redeveloped with

£ ~3 Impact sites

r - Figure 22. Alternative Initial Design of Campground A

9 =0
73
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Example_2 -Redesiypning a_ C7amp- the narrowness of this recreation have already identified overuse and 7

ground U"sing Modified Social Capac- resource has made site planning overcrowding as a problem. Major
Aty Guidelines difficult. The campground offers 63 indicators of overuse included corn-

designated campsites (without hard- pacted soils, erosion, damaged trees, 1?--
C'ampground B is primarily a camping ened pads). Campsites are spaced and worn vegetation. Social capacity

:,abut also contains several small about 25 ft apart, but are not well problems were discovered largely as -M
.l, use activity areas (see Figure delineated. a result of users complaining about
":. , I The campground consists of the spacing between campsites (40
aipproxinately 20 developed acres•- Project management is in the process percent of the campers interviewed
The area i very popular and is of updating the master plan to solve felt they were "too close"). The
V,,ruJSV( and overcrowded. The overuse and overcrowding at this next step is to solve these problems

t.pit, rain and shallow soil are campground. Using indicators to through remedial planning. ::
txtrvmt-1y u,,cpltihle to erosion, and monitor the area, project managers

9= 4

': WIMMING (39-43" ,- : -

5. .

I.m

AREA

comor Cudlnsta4 difficlt.at hecapron ofer 6 Rniaor fo ESAUNcddcm

;ipgoudB s riail dac mping endpd)capie r sae n onvgtt ontSca ctapity
Ir',. bt iso ontinssevralsaliout 25f6 prbt0r-o e6rblm eedsovrdlreya

st~c; terrain and shallowisoil are campground sn8niaost houhrmda lnig

xlr'mlvsusepibe o eoson ad mniorthearaprjec mnaer

74:
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Applying the five-step process out- After examining these social capacity Two of the schemes show more camp-
lined in Part 2 for determining social guidelines and evaluating their im- sites than the 63 that presently exist
capacity guidelines (see Figure 24) pact on the resource base (see re- at Campground B. Opportunities
yields the following: source capacity guidelines section), for tent and trailer camping, and

project area managers are still con- group camping, are provided in each
* : A 20 percent of the campsites cerned about the potential for re- scheme. The concepts of impact camp-

45 ft apart source overuse, sites, common parking areas, and
B 28 percent of the campsites walk-in tenting are used in the

65 ft apart As a result of this concern they environmentally sensitive areas and
! C 31 percent of the campsites have decided not to provide sites are aimed -. reducing overuse. More

82 ft apart spaced for preference group A specific in )rmation is noted on each
D 21 percent of the campsites (which calls for 45 ft between camp- scheme.

114 ft apart sites). By not providing for this
group, they realize that some camp- After redesigning Campground B
ers may not find sites with the most based on one of the three schemes

... . desirable size. But protecting the (Figures 25, 26 and 27), project
resource base will provide for the management begins reseeding and
future use of the area by all camp- fertilizing those areas that have been
ers. overused in the past. Also, during

the recreation season, project man-
Figures 25, 26, and 27 show alter- agement plans to periodically monitor

1 .. native ways the carrying capacity the campground to identify signs
guidelines can be applied, keeping (indicators) of overuse and over-

* 3 the following preference groupings in crowding and to determine any
mind. changes needed in the design or

I* l "- Preference Group B (3o)* management of the campground.

65 ft between sites
4 Preference Group C (40%)

82 ft between sites
Preference Group D (26%)

a :114 ft between sites

1 l ......... ' ,. I (Percentages are higher than shown
in Figure 24 because the Preference
Group A Percentage was allocated to
the other groups)

m Figure 24. Work Space for Campground B

1I75
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CAMPING L AK A KE
BOAT ,iVooupsies
RAMP (- tent on grass

SWIMMING-trailer on pad!

30
restroom 3p,\ ---- C"  4
shower

visitor '2a spacing I

parking dumping station a site
15 --- rstrom -hardened pad-'-i -ac- -

- '  
r \ . ... -\ / restroom •tent or trailer i, :

Simpact sites I-L- 1 shower L ------ --
:65' spacingJtIZ

hardened aito i
* wheeled units, contact

CAMPING co tatr1 U

v risitor iT- -- parking rlro

L A K E10 walk-in lent sites
1114' spaci ng

-grass site

CAMPSITE SUMMARY
15 (35%) at 65' spacing -impact

7 (16%) at 82' spacing i
10 (23%) at 114' spacing- walk-in tent
11 (26%) common pad - group 1:U
43 (100%)

Figure 26. Alternative 1-Campground B
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41 L A K E

112 group sites

I -tent on grass
BOAT ' trailer on Pad

RAMP CAMPING

d-P SWIMMING 7 walk-instent-sites

I Uresroo , r-------- 114' spacing

shower - 10 sites

S5 impsct l 8eci
5 mpactit -grass site

:65' spacing . o ation -hardened pad
-hardened site shtowe tr pante\: :. \ io shower . .

*wheele d unIrest o om

CAMPING r 3seroom

--- -- ---- ---- contac
114' spaingtent . - - -p--- station
14 gas sites r stroom11- II4'ra sa c In.

izuL A K E hardened pad 62_3 walk-in tent sites
• _tent or trailer 1 14' spacingL - - - - -- - - grass site

CAMPSITE SUMMARY ga s....te ..

15 (21%) at 65' spacing - Impact sites
fl3 19 (27%) at 82' spacing

24 (35%) at 114' spacing - 21 walk-in tent

I 12 (17%) common pad -group

70 (100%)

i=:uI

Figure 26. Alternative 2-Campground B
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BOAT 12 group sites
BOAT -tent on grass,

RAMP 2 -2 trailer on pad

2 '
SWIMMING - CAMPING

restroom 3 I7 si as -4
bower 82' spacing

-grass site
.,oorls :,dumping station :hardented pad 3

tent or trailerL
parin / restroom restroom

shower - ~~rL
-pirract sites 1:

hardened site'

wheeled units CAMPING I isitor con,
pearking , $teont

L ie 0restroom U
.grass site {

A~~~~~ ~ ~ .4l ITESMMR-hardened pad
A~''I~ SMMR tent or trailer'A

2896) mt 65' spacing-impact

2 1 4%) at 82' soacin g 18 walk-in tent sites _
.1% , 1 14' spacing-15 lent 1 14' spacing

-)n mflf pad-group , grass site

% 'h parg-in'paCIM

4 sf,raq- 15 tent

Figure 27. As. saliva 3-Campground 8 M
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Identifying And Solving of the area using the process out- The third step involves evaluating
i Underuse lined in Figure 28. the merits of each technique and the(Pinicking) feasibility of implementation.2 P ng The first step in improving this con-

dition involves identifying the rea- The fourth step involves actually
SPurpose sons that are causing underuse. applying the techniques to solve the

problems and to improve the under-
M This demonstration points out rea- The second step is identifying the use condition of the areas.

sons why some activity areas are various techniques which can help
* underused and shows how the level solve these problems and improve

of use at an existing underused use.
picnic area can be increased.

* lI Situation 2 3 4

_ - I Some Corps project areas have rec-

reation activity areas which are not .

-= being used to their full potential.

-. I Underuse situations are found mostly
on remotely located hiking trails; in

* - picnic areas located away from the
lake; and in some camping areas

_ _- which are far from the lake or lack
electric/water hookups.

Typically, underused activity areas
I--=IIhave one or more of the following

characteristics: a relatively remote
* -I location in regard to the lake, proj-

ect users, or other activity areas;
I-i poor road access to the area; rela-

tively unknown (lack of signs,
I -I etc. )' difficult access within the

area, a limited number of support
facilities; or few shade trees.

I* iI In this demonstration, project man- .. ,
agement is concerned about an

* underused picnic area, and they Figure 28. Idenlifying and Solving Underume
have decided to encourage more use

1=2
3= 79
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Maximizing9 0 Boat wake from uncontrolled * No restroom building, drinking 41
Carrying capacity boat speeds and prevailing wind- water, or night lighting is pro-

(Boat Launching, driven waves may injure boat- vided.
Shoreline Fishing, Hiking) ers or damage boats during the

launching and retrieving proc- Example 2: A Well-Designed Launch-

ess; launching time is also ing Area. The boat ramp in Figure -

Purpose increased. 30 shows how a well-designed launch-
ing area possessing a high level of -u

This demonstration shows how to 0 Insufficient space for maneuver- control and development can facili-
maximize the carrying capacity of ing and parking (which is ran- tate launching, reduce the potential 9
boat launching ramps, shoreline dom) causes slower launching, for conflicts, and result in higher
fishing areas, and hiking trails by parked-in vehicles, accidents, daily carrying capacities. 9- -V
utilizing various planning and design and arguments.
techniques. The layout is intended to minimize

* Absence of a courtesy dock hin- launch time and conflicts among
Boat Launching Ramp ders the ability to launch and launchers and to ease traffic flow, Fr;.

retrieve boats, especially if making the launching-retrieval pro-
This demonstration includes two typ- boaters are alone and have no cedure smooth and quick. :3
ical boat ramps: (1) a poorly de- one to tend the boat while the

signed boat launching facility with trailer is being parked or re- The layout of drives and parking :3
limited development and control; and trieved. should be in harmony with the

(2) a well-designed one with a high natural terrain and need not be as :
level of development and control, suf- " Erosion-checking, rock riprap geometric and parallel as the example

ficient parking, and space for ex- prevents pulling a boat onshore shown; however, the site chosen for [ :3
pansion. and could damage boats if they a ramp should facilitate short walks

are washed against the rocks, from parking area to ramp and not r A
Example 1: _ A Poorly Desi~ned be of such grades as to require
Launching Area. The boat ramp in pai O .a large amounts of cut and fill, which :3
Figure 29 illustrates how a facility oerkina -cce, road not only increase construction costs
of poor design and layout can result but also require exposure of more k_ A
in congestion and low carrying capa- undeagnate soil leading to unnecessary erosionc itie s .in d q a el t

andeQu insufficient and sedimentation.
k -m 

neuvermng

space
• The swimming beach is situated sw.mng Features of the overall layout in- 3

ervel raFn due
directly adjacent to the ramp. beach-g-- .1 .c

Swimmers and boaters are likely ,
to interfere with each other, ramp eubjec to no courtesy dock one-way circulation.
causing accidents and user dis- prevallng winds,oat k, o..rS-:

satisfaction. sit,,on L A K E room for maneuvering vehicles

Figure 29. Poorly Designed Ramp and trailers. k7-:A

80
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I-CU pull-through, full length (40 ft) * gradients of drives and parking * retention of natural landscape
parking spaces to ease flow and areas not exceeding 4 per- (vegetation and topography) in

eliminate backing up in parking cent and around the developed area.
lot. ramps with a continuous slope The level of development and degree

* space for expansion of parking of 12 to 14 percent. of control is high:
and ramps. 0 a slope at the shoreline that

V •a location not adjacent to swim- does not contribute to erosion. parking - main lot is paved and

ming and fishing areas to a striped, overflow lot is gravel;

reduce conflicts an orientation such that pre- future expansion area can be
vailing winds do not create a moved and used as additional

no wake area marked with dangerous wake or contribute to overflow.
E:U buoys and a posted speed limit, erosion. a bathroom building, drinking

water, telephone, and fish
cleaning station are provided.a cc.. 7.....f

sign ro,*-,ow signs provide information and
• : ]l boat 1,o o,,°Pa , directions.

,*'"'*' !i (bollads, area lighting provides security
S.-r e. et. di. g 00 g... for trailers left in the lot and

* '4U , i' - fo,:Ikr for those who arrive or depart
lo.-rf .... . 1 o ....... in the dark.

_ - ... a skid-resistant surface texture

P..proper@ boat. ...... is provided on the concrete
fihi c statin. * ramp.

*.g- " 0 • room for expanding the number, .,~P1 ,. l: I .......
,or .. *.I o.of ramps is provided.

*"l'" .... " ae.' l gting . for tre ~rcourtesy docks at the ramp aid
in launching and retrieving--

1Z3. P) Jespecially for those people who
. ._,.,•... are alone; the dock away from

.igo ..... do not *,., "P cici .. the ramp enables boats picking

o ,_--,-- up or dropping off people to be
I~4U2-ICO.e boat rampa U

•-or"".. -- ' - clear of boats being launched.
_ ¢ncrl u l° dockslkl-iiiltctro

20 2 ,,i .. ... .... an informal sitting area is pro-
,12%- ,4* L .°i.o .o vided for use by boaters who

=z3 Figure 30. Well Designed qamp wish to picnic.

81
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Shoreline FishingAreas not provided easy access or site in- CA
provements to shoreline fishing

Situation. Basically. there are two areas.
types of shoreline fishing situations:
fishing along the lakeshore and Application of techniques. Figure 31
fishing at the outlet. Generally, shows various techniques that can be
fishing is most popular at the outlet used to increase the social and
areas especially where easy access is resource capacity of shoreline fishing
afforded. Some project areas have areas.

E:::1

• stockiing ramp L A KnE

~ (-horelno

benches) aes(

prinhringd pa

Figure 3. increasing Cay ing Capacity of Shoreln Fishing Areas

i A
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Hikig Trilsoverused because of their location in

hI3 Situation. Many Corps hiking trails sniieaes

are underused. Many trails are in- Application of techniques. Figure 32
terpretive, few lead from one activ- demonstrates techniques for maximiz-
ity area to another, and some are ing the carrying capacity of a hiking
difficult to find. Yet some trails are trail.

0 ZS
I0

0. -elevated trail
4L. %a .0. interpretation

sign A
cation:

.410, ensitive habitat
0 please -toy on trail

.0.~~ trail for physically disabled
-Baletrail

00 'post & rope guide

interpretation

=2 pahwaysign a
precaorve this relour~

Orkin for those who ,ito I
to bae Prtomorrow

a trail maps & regulations
trails Meander to allow more
people per acre and is lined with
logs a atones to keep hikers on path

-fterrain Is varied
*open/wooded1=~ * level/slooing

Figure 32. Increasing Carrying Capacity of Hiking Trails upiandlwetiond

83
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M axim izing Resource L _ 15 - 0 ft .. 0 If Fiu e 33 m attie4

(Camping) ), -• .-- _ ,,..-A_ E :
N~

-  
utility 'table 93electric

Purpose $" water

-grill

p~acity i s different from its resource F.(/, ; [--7 .K_- M.
Capacity. When an area's resource
capacityv is lower than its social ca- M__~ M ::

pacity, management can : ( 1) restrict /table
the level of use so that it does not 0 41::
exceed the resource capacity. and/"%gveor (2) increase the resource capacity travFg 3IaS

of the area to allow for a level of ,." '"use at the area's social capacity.

While the first alternative may be " ,. .. .necessary in the short term, man-
agement may wish to provide for a le
greater level of use in the long term tia e
by employing techniques to increase lre -4o
the resource capacity of the area. able resaourc
This demonstration provides greater - r uit.
detail on the use of such techniques parking area 500 - 700 aq It .two vehiclea, m boot n
in designing a campsite y .width 10 ft min.o

Situation -depth 50 It ,min. , : ] .> ", . -

of~~~al thea area to0 allo fotlvlof/

Project management is concerned ,beae 5 0 qI ', .about overuse at a popular camp- . ,., ,

ground that receives little sunlight /
and has shallow, erosion-prone soils. eA

Impact campsites an increase the impact siteo te a
t resour c e capacity of thea ra s ee -fr ms to ite lope a vegetation

i 3on er Use on shechna ies ak - s0 s ft" .uited to le th n Ideal oil .
Tis don stration provide g a or slope co ction a
away from vulnerable plant growth -,0 ftgea.
and erodible soil. Generally, campers

srotec manaemen isiit cocendtaleaea25il40elf

recognize the timber border as a
barrier that is not to be crossed

84 _
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-- Determining Area/Density Guidelines dure: (1) developing area/density
-: CAPACITY MANAGEMENT FOR For Each Lake Activity guidelines for each activity (boating,

MULTIPLE USE BOATING AREAS waterskiing, and boat fishing); and
Determining the social capacity of (2) applying these guidelines to
the lake involves a two-step proce- areas of the lake.

Determining The Social
-- 5 Capacity Of A Lake

--3 Purpose

* This demonstration focuses on the . Developed Recreation

use of social capacity guidelines to 4 Atea
B =. determine the social capacity of a

multiple utie boating area. Deter-
~U iyaprah orcati resure 4,r~"~m ination of social capacity is the

first step in using a carrying capac-= ity approach to recreation resource . :. "-

* management. P M AKE

Sit ution

A lak- is heavily used and reported-
ly is at the threshold of being over-
crowded (see Figure 34). There are - .

* . conflicts between power boats, wa-
terskiers, and fishermen. Some of

I the cove areas of the lake have amph limit

maximum speed limitations of 5 mph. In cove*

Before initiating revisions to the
* 3 master plan, project management

wants to determine the social capac-
* 3 ity of the lake to evaluate the scope Figure 34. Lake

of the problems.

85
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Boating. To determine the area/ 0.34)] This average area equals x 0.22) + (90,000 x 0.50) + (902,500 W__ :M
density guidelines for boating, steps 335,376 sq ft (7.70 acres) per boat, x 0.28)], which corresponds to a V
I and 2 of the guidelines system are which corresponds to a density of density of about 0.144 boats per
performed, resulting in the following about 0.129 boats per acre. acre.
factors, observed conditions, ef-
fects, and net effect: Waterskiing. To determine Lhe area/ Boat Fishing. To determine the

density guideline for waterskiing, area/density guidelines for boat fish-
1steps and 2 of the guidelines sys- ing, steps 1 and 2 of the guidelines

Cod i,, Ob -ditojon tem are followed, resulting in the system are followed, resulting in the
. I following factors, observed condi- following factors, observed condi-

tions, effects, and net effect: tions, effects, and net effect:

Next, the preference distribution for F-t-o--d .ff-. E tF~~o O~.vd ff~~~f- Factors Coditon Observed Conditions

boating (see page 14) is shifted by t 0. ... .. _ _d - -, Ob, .... . .... . ...... i, ,, ,

the distance equal to the net effect I*,.ita,. ,t.... I ........ I
(-35 ft). This results in new pref- M1... , .d.... - ,
erence group ranges of 65 to 164 ft 0 4f,,., 1g-,grne .4 C.n- r , M.,dvrt, + n
for A, 165 to 414 ft for B, and 415 . . ...... .... . ............ . ..±L_
to 1465 ft for C.

Since the net effect is 0, the pre- The preference distribution for boat a
The approximate midpoint of each ference distribution (see page 34) is fishing (see page 16) is shifted by
preference group range is then cal- not modified, and the preference the distance equal to the net effect
culated. The figures for this exam- group ranges remain 100 to 199 ft (-95 ft). This results in the
pie would be: 115 ft for A, 290 ft for A, 200 to 400 ft for B, and 401 following preference group ranges: r
for B, and 940 ft for C. Group to 1500 ft for C. The approximate 0-104 ft for A, 105-504 ft for B,
area figures are then calculated by midpoints of these ranges are 150 ft and 505-1405 ft for C. The approx- W_ A t
squaring these midpoints. The re- for A, 300 ft for B, and 950 ft for imate midpoints of these ranges are n
suiting area figures are: 13,225 sq C. 52 ft for A, 305 ft for B, and t
ft per boat for A (115 ft x 115 ft), 955 ft for C. c
84,100 sq ft per boat for B (290 ft x The group area figures are cal- [Ua
290 ft), and 883,600 sq ft per boat culated by squaring the midpoints, The group area figures are calcu- t
for C (940 ft x 940 ft). resulting in area figures of lated by squaring the midpoints: U u

22,500 sq ft per boat for A 2704 sq ft per boat for A (52 ft t
Finally, the average area for boating (150 ft x 150 ft), 90,000 sq x 52 ft), 93,025 sq ft per boat for [
is calculated by: (1) multiplying the ft per boat for B (300 ft x 300 B (305 ft x 305 ft), and 912,025 c
area figure for each preference ft), and 902,500 sq ft per sq ft per boat for C (955 ft x 955 b I
group times the percentage of users boat for C (950 ft x 950 ft). The ft). The average area for boat
in that preference group and (2) average area for waterskiing in fishing in this example is 245,328
totaling these products 1(13,225 x this example would then be 302,650 sq ft (5.63 acres) per boat [(2704 L
0.29) + (84,100 x 0.37) + (883,600 x sq ft (6.95 acres) per boat [(22,500 x 0.49) +(93,025 x 0.27) + (912.025 [ a
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x 0.24)], which corresponds to a acres per boat), or multiplying the mine if they represent an appropr,-
i 3 density of about 0.178 boats per area of the cove (250 acres) by the ate level of use based upon prior

acre cove density figure (0.171 boats per experience, resource capacity, and
* .U acre), yields 43 boats as the social the expected recreational demand.

Applying Area/Density Guidelines capacity of the cove areas.
to Lake Areas Using the Social Capacity Guidelines

About 60 percent of the users of the

• 3 Having computed social capacity main body of the lake are boaters, After the guidelines are evaluated,
area/density guidelines for boating, 35 percent are waterskiers, and 5 they can be used for at least three

• waterskiing, and boat fishing, these percent are boat fishermen. A main purposes.
guidelines are now applied to those body area figure is calculate I by:

• lake areas being analyzed. (1) multiplying the area figure for First, the guidelines indicate at what
each of these activities times the ex- level of use overcrowding could

i - Management has divided the lake into pected percentage of users for that begin to create problems, either for
two types of areas: (1) seven coves activity and (2) totaling these prod- the lake as a whole or for separate
in which a maximum speed limit of 5 ucts [(7.70 x 0.60) + (6.95 x 0.35) areas (e.g., individual coves). This
mph is enforced (totaling approxi- + (5.63 x 0.05)]. This results in a enables management to initiate tech-

i i mately 250 acres), and (2) the main main body area figure of 7.33 acres niques to prevent problems of over-
body of t- ',-ke (approximately 2870 per boat, which corresponds to a crowding from occurring.

= : acres). density of about 0.136 boats per
acre. Second, since the social capacity

* 0 Because of the speed restriction, it guidelines establish the maximum
is assumed that the cove areas will Dividing the area of the main body number of boats that can use the

i=4 not be used for waterskiing, that 90 of the lake (2870 acres) by the main lake before problems of overcrowding
percent of the cove area users will body area figure (7.33 acres per occur, the guidelines provide a

=23 be boat fishermen, and that the re- boat), or multiplying the area of the standard for evaluating the maximum
maining 10 percent of users will be main body of the lake by the main level of support facilities that should

=I boaters. A cove area figure is body density figure (0.136 boats per be developed.
calculated by: (1) multiplying the acre), yields 392 boats as the social

§=2 area figure for each of the activities capacity of the main body of the lake. Finally, because overcrowding of the
times the expected percentage of lake surface usually occurs before

i-Zi users for that activity and (2) to- Totaling the social capacity of the overuse of the lake resource, the
taling these products [(5.63 x 0.90) cove areas (43 boats) with the social guidelines are used for early warn-

0 +(7.70 x 0.10)]. This results in a capacity of the main body (392 ing as to where resource overuse
cove area figure of 5.84 acres per boats) yields a total lake social might occur. The guidelines also

i boat, which corresponds to a density capacity of 435 boats. serve as the basis for initiating a
of about 0.171 boats per acre. program for lake use monitoring.

These social capacity guidelines
Dividing the area of the cove (250 developed for the lake are evaluated

* i acres) by the cove area figure (5.84 by the project management to deter-
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greatest danger. In other cases, it TECHNIQUES
is only the speed, the wake, or the 3. 7--d ., i,,. m
type of boat that really creates or b. /-l- M.illV V-.*i HI9h..Y W _ _3..
aggravates the problem. In each C. A, rI Sln)rnlin.

case, management seeks to apply the e. i, i,' ".r c n. in Are.a
technique that is most narrowly f. R..11-. 1b. Fr

tailored to the real problem, is dz
easiest to administer, and is most)
acceptable to users. 1 :2. '

Many of the problems at the lake can 4 2,. FIIF F.y.\L ~-
be dealt with by different types of 4 '
lake zoning (see Figure 35). Prob-
lems such as disregard for boating W'
rules call for increased education of
users and increased lake patrol/
enforcement. Problems such asEM
underuse of one portion of the lake Figure 35. Controlling the Carrying Capacity on a Lake
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occur in several picnic areas. On Determining the Social Capacity
* CAPACITY MANAGEMENT FOR several occasions the entrance gate of a Multiple Use Land Area

MULTIPLE USE LAND AREAS had to be closed to control what was
I.. believed to be overcrowding. A two-step procedure is used to de-

termine the social capacity of the
*--- Determining Social Project management has decided to area: (1) developing area/density

Capacity And Using determine the carrying capacity of guidelines for each activity (pic-
:== 7 Support Facilities Based this day use area so the area can be nicking and sunbathing) in each

On Capacity better managed during the upcoming setting, and (2) applying these
aZ= - recreation season. guidelines to the area.

E U Purpose

.- This demonstration focuses on three LAKE
points: (1) the use of the social LAKE POIT EACH

* capacity guidelines to determine the PICNI AE A
social capacity of a multiple use land RAMP-\

z o area, (2) the use of the social capac-
ity guidelines to develop parking

=0t areas and other support facilities at UPPER

the appropriate level, and (3) the PICC AREA IE R.E

* use of appropriately developed sup- -c AREA

port facilities to determine when the
* ~ social capacity of the area has been

reached. o. r* Situation

Recreation facilities at this demon-
* stration day use area include a

300-ft beach, a boat launching ramp,
* - parking areas, and picnic areas

(see Figure 36). The area is heavily
used; overcrowding and overuse

ENTRANCE GATE

I Figure 36. Day Use Area
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.... .- -tC ,, - Picnicking Area/Density Guidelines. Group area figures are calculated by C4

To determine the area/density guide- squaring the midpoint of each a
luies for picnicking, steps 1 and 2 grouping:
of the guidelines system are followed V
for each picnic setting. Figure 37
contains the factors, observed con-
ditions, effects, and net effect for 1 I D" " . "" .. picnicking in the four different pic- F ..... ,' .. . ... ...-ii." il =

nic activity areas (two areas were 
D ' ,:.

combined for study purposes). .:,

The preference distribution for pic-
nicking (see page 26) is then shifted

. . . .....- by the distance equal to the net ef- The average picnicking area figure C- A
.. ,dI.,.. fect for each setting, resulting in the is calculated for each setting by:

following preference grouping ranges (1) multiplying the area figure for I- A
for each picnic activity area: each preference group times the

percentage of users in that group, U:
At ftt Net __ Pref-.ce ;r,-pflg, ft "- and (2) totaling these products:

Fr~ fft'- A

.... . 23) RO'=- :

The approximate midpoint of each -.

,, ..... .preference grouping for each picnicactivity area is then calculated:

......- .. --. These areas correspond to densities -

sA of 17.8 groups per acre for the Up-

" ,: " - , per Area, 11.1 groups per acre for I-U
the Point and Mixed Use Areas, and

........ 13.0 groups per acre for the Hill- I,:"
"..side Grove Area.

Figure 37. Conditions for Picnicking MA
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SunbathinK Area/Density Guidelines. tage of users in that preference The social capacity of the beach is
The area guidelines for sunbathing group, and (2) totaling these prod- determined by dividing the total area
are determined by using steps 1 ucts. The average area is 342 sq ft of the beach (80,000 sq ft) by the

and 2 of the guidelines system, re- per group [(25 x 0.27) + (169 x area figure developed for sunbathing
suiting in the following factors, ob- 0.39) + (441 x 0.20) + (1296 x (342 sq ft/group), which results in
served conditions, effects, and net 0.14)1], which corresponds to a a capacity of 234 groups.
effect for sunbathing for the beach density of about 128 groups per
and mixed use areas: acre. The social capacity of the Mixed Use

area is calculated by developing a
-, Al.iArea/Density Guidelines to combined picnicking/sunbathing area

S........ ( , Activity Areas. Having computed so- figure. This involves: (1) multiply-
cial capacity area/density guidelines ing the area figure for each of these

' 'Ufor picnicking and sunbathing, these activities times the exl ected percen-
e guidelines are now applied to the tage of users for that activity and

".areas being analyzed. This day use (2) totaling these products [(342 x

area has three areas where only 0.80) + (3911 x 0.20)]. The area
picnicking exists (Upper, Point, and figure in this example is 1056 sq ft
Hillside Grove), one area where only per user. The area (161.620 sq ft)

The preference distribution for sun- sunbathing exists (beach), and one is then divided by the combined pic-
bathing (see page 30) is then shifted area where 80 percent of the users nicking/sunbathing area figure (1056
by the distance equal to the net ef- are sunbathers and 20 percent of sq ft/group). The result is 153 user

* - fect (-6 feet), resulting in new pref- the users are picnickers (Mixed-Use groups (122 groups of sunbathers
erence group ranges of 0 to 9 ft for Area). and 31 groups of picnickers.)
A. 10 to 15 ft for B, 16 to 26 ft for
C, and 27 to 44 ft for D. The social capacity of each picnic- Thus, the social capacity of the total

only area is calculated by dividing day use area is 96 groups of pic-
The approximate midpoint of each the area of each setting by the area nickers (9 + 28 + 28 + 31) and 356
preference group is calculated to be: guideline developed for each setting: groups of sunbathers (234 + 122).

S5 ft for A, 13 ft for B, 21 ft for C, Project management determines that
- and 36 ft for D. the social capacity guidelines rep-

s, " , Ar-. An. I d. i, cr, "l resent an appropriate level of use
Group area figures are then de- . 1,, - based upon prior experience, re-

' termined by s laring the midpoints. . " source capacity (i.e. , with peri-

The area figures are 25 sq ft for A. ..: . . odic reseeding, normal maintenance,
r - 169 sq ft for B, 441 sq ft for C, and strict circulation controls the
[ and 1296 sq ft for I). resource can sustain the social

capacity), and expected recreation-
* The average area figure for sun- al demand. The social capacity

*- bathing is dculated by: (1) mul- guidelines, therefore, are the carry-

tiplying the area figure for each ing capacity guidelines to be applied
U- preference group times the percen- to this day use area.

M 9-
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Developing and Using Support Using Appropriately Developed Sup- The day use area currently provides
Facilities Based on Capacity port Facilities as Capacity Measures. the following parking facilities:

If a support facility is developed at
Using Capacity Guidelines to Develop an appropriate level based on rec- Main Parking Area - 400 spaces
Support Facilities. Determining the reation carrying capacity, project Upper Picnic Area - 18 spaces
appropriate level of support facilities management can monitor the use of
requires that the social capacity that support facility and use it to Boat Ramp Area - 30 spaces S :
guidelines be converted to num- determine when the social capacity of
ber of users. To accomplish this, the area has been reached and when The 18 parking spaces already pro- I=
the number of groups in the guide- the entrance gate should be closed. vided at the Upper Picnic Area will
line for each activity is multiplied by meet the needs of users of that area M5
the average number of people in In many cases, parking facilities are (14 spaces), and parking at the Boat
each type of activity group: the best support facility to monitor Ramp Area (30 spaces) will be re- E=CE

because: (1) all types of users use stricted to boaters only.
I - I ~ ,FV..,~ r--I parking areas, (2) a high percentage Th ManPrigAe soudb

Pc ~ ~of users drive to Corps areas, exaddb 55scs(49-1
*. (3) the duration of use of the park- epne y5 pcs(6 1- *

ing area corresponds to the duration 40 =5),ith cactyote
of ue o thereceaton aeaand parking areas is to correspond to =U
(4) . the capacity of the recreation areas.()overcrowding of parking areas isth

I itself a problem that can aggravate When tecapacities do correspond,
overrowing nd verue o recea- the parking area will be a measuring

to eodngadoers.f era device to determine when the capac-
ity of the recreation area is being

The average group size is deter- Th olwn auainidctste exceeded.
mined from observation, user sur- nume of aring spuaio niaces that

veys, and regional guidelines, shudbe o prid ifpakin tat

The maximum number of different ties are developed to meet the rec-
support facilities that should be de- reational capacity of each area in
veloped is determined by dividing this demonstration.
the total number of users by the
development guideline for each type c LaFotN.fL U
of support facility (i.e. , the number Activity Setting N3.r*ses/., poe

of users per support facility). The 1l';,.r Ai - 45Ar.1c,._
location of support facilities can take 1iuiiniPi-,vO A- 4. L
into account the recreational capac- AP , 140I .

ities of the different settings. I- h 3w 3. 3 2
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iU Situation boaters and swimmers in the sameo Combining Techniques area.
For Capacity Control Numerous carrying capacity related

problems exist at the recreation area Most of these problems can be solvedi- shown in Figure 38. The major and the area's carrying capacity can
Purpose problems include: overuse and be controlled through the use of

overcrowding of the campground and several of the techniques discussed
This demonstration combines various picnic area, traffic congestion and in Part 3. Figure 39 shows some of
techniques to control the carrying uncontrolled circulation conflicts the techniques that can be used to
capacity of a recreation area. How- between campers and day users, control carrying capacity and achieve

- ever, it does not apply all possible overcrowding at the boat ramp, and well-balanced use.
* techniques available.

* rb L A K E

.conflicts among boa ters. swimmers. & fishern• boats tied up by campers

S' a '> ;SWIMMING .thor n. erosion -Path* worn on t ee1 slope to shore

BOAT PICftICKIATG ~ -3 a. RAMP fti. dt.bI:S -"a facilities3 -. l *,, ., . .,,Ote O. .t o~ *j t-.. .- ,.;. . ........ .
..oe.ae I". J ces overuse .'
• Conlestion . .. .- • ",. .

ovu CAMPING 14'.1101 ,o buffr

,t it reaction .ndsolgorttd &tt. -1 shw, dA4t. about

K OPEN DetbIno a nla I visal ImOact

West end sitse: fast and iltll:'

3 slbuilding ,ve cr od e n servic d reidentli
a .- ruoedad ,de dbdivlon

*ltorrow 2-W.v to
ofllto lot,*, govornbent i.e
may use tng .

• Inodequate lign..thr oughiout

.-arel IS ovrcrOWded
on Mot Weeend$

.0 *fl0ty get to
Control overrowding

hlhway Figure 38. Recreation Area Problems
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CARRYING CAPACITY GUIDELINES - PLANNING RANGE - The range of
APPENDIX A The levels of use and the methods spacing distance for an activity rn-u

used to obtain and achieve them which satisfies the spacing pref-
GLOSSARY that are recommended in this erences of the majority of rec- 1 i

Handbook. reators participating in that
activity, and accounts for other *= i

ACTIVITY AREA - The specific area FACTORS - The characteristics and considerations (e.g., cost, safe-
where an individual primary ac- phenomena that influence carrying ty, equity, etc.). 1=.
tivit v occurs (e.g. , a camp- capacity.
ground, the lake, a hiking trail, PREFERENCE DISTRIBUTION - The
a picnic area. etc.). INDICATORS - The phenomena that set of preference groupings for

can be used to identify or meas- an activity which can be modified g
CAPACITY, RECREATIONAL CAR- ure the degree of overcrowding to develop the social carrying

RYING - The capability of a rec- or overuse, and that can be capacity of an area.
reational resource to provide op- used in conjunction with a mon-
portunity for certain types of itoring system to help predict PREFERENCE GROUPINGS - The
satisfactory recreation experiences when problems of overuse and range of spacing distances for an
over time without significant deg- overcrowding will occur if pre- activity which satisfies the similar *,.-
radation of the resource. Inherent ventive measures are not taken. spacing preferences of a group of
in this view of carrying capacity recreators participating in that F=
are resource (biophysical) and MONITORING - The periodic assess- activity.
social (psycho-social) capacities. ment of the impact that use levels

have on the social capacity or PROJECT/PROJECT AREA - The land
(APACI'TY, RESOURCE - The level resource capacity of an area. and water area of the total Corps

of recreational use of a resource of Engineers project.
beyond which irreversible biol- OVERCROWDING - A condition where u -
ogical deterioration takes place or the user does not achieve a sat- PROJECT MANAGEMENT - The proj-

degradation of the physical en- isfactory recreational experience ect area staff, District personnel,
vironment makes the resource no because of too many people, inad- and other people involved with
longer suitable or attractive for equate distances between sites, project management. * ,a
that recreation use. etc.

RECREATION ACTIVITIES - |-
CAPACITY, SOCIAL - The level of OVERUSE - A condition where (dur-

recreational use of a resource or ing the course of a season/year) Boatin . Riding watercraft on
area beyond which the user's degradation of the physical envi- a body of water for pleasure;
expectation of the experience is ronment makes the resource no including nonpower. limited
not realized and he/she does not longer suitable or attractive for power, and unlimited power
achieve a reasonable level of recreational use. boating. Carrying capacity
satisfaction.
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guidelines pertain to lake boat- backpacking along pri.itive distance between groups of

ing (rather than on a flowing trails. sunbathers.
river or stream) and are ex-
pressed in distances between * Off-road Vehicle Riding (ORV). * Swimming. Propelling oneself
boats. Riding powered vehicles (motor- through water at a freshwater

cycles, jeeps, dune buggies, all beach. Recreation carrying ca-
* Boat Fishing. Taking of aqua- terrain and four-wheel drive pacity guidelines are expressed

tic animals from bodies of water vehicles) on designated trails in terms of the distance be-
while in an anchored boat. and off-road areas. Guidelines tween swimmers.

I Carrying capacity guidelines are pertain to the distance between
expressed in terms of distances riders. * Waterskiing. Riding over water

_ between anchored boats. This on skis pulled by a boat to
excludes water surface areas Picnicking. Outdoor eating and which the participant is teth-

3 designated solely for waterski- drinking activities set up either ered. Capacity guidelines are
ing, swimming, etc. solely for the enjoyment of expressed in terms of distances

-. Cmeating outdoors or also to par- between boats.
Campin. Temporary, over- ticipate in other outdoor rec-
night housekeeping away from reation activities. Guidelines RECREATION AREA - Corps-managed
one's permanent residence, set pertain to family picnicking areas specifically identified for
up either solely for the enjoy- (rather than group picnicking) recreational use within the total
ment derived from this activity and are expressed in terms of Project Area; usually named.

*---- or for the opportunity to par- distances between picnic tables.
ticipate in other activities. Ca- RECREATION DAY - A standard unit

* pacity guidelines are more ap- * Shoreline Fishing. Taking of of use consisting of a visit by
plicable to tent and trailer aquatic animals from bodies of one individual to a recreation

* camping than to wilderness or water while on the shoreline, development or area for recreation
group camping situations. Capacity guidelines are in terms purposes during any reasonable

- Guidelines are expressed in of the distance between fisher- portion or all of a 24-hour peri-
terms of distances between the men. od.

.g - centers of campsite pads.
c Sunbathing. Lying in the sun RECREATION ENVIRONMENT - An

* = •Hiking. Walking along improved for the main purpose of enjoy- activity area together with its
trails. This activity is often ing the warmth and tanning various recreation settings.

*-S. done in conjunction with nature effects of the sun's rays and
study activities such as wild- for relaxation. Sunbathing can RECREATION RESOURCE - The land

* - life, flora, and bird observation occur on almost any type of and/or water areas, with associ-
along with camping. Guidelines site. But for purposes of this ated facilities, that provide a

* = are expressed in terms of study, sunbathing applies to base for outdoor recreation ac-
distances between groups of beach areas only. Guidelines tivities.
hikers and do not apply to are expressed in terms of the
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RECREATION SETTING The phys- ness as a visual screen. Three de-
ical, development/control, activ- APPENDIX B grees of vegetative screening were
ity/use relationship components of identified, according to the eye-level
an activity area; taken as a RECREATION SETTINGS density of tree trunks, branches, E.-U
whole, the various settings com- and/or leaves:
prise a particular recreation
environment for each activity INTRODUCTION * Open: An area that contains
area, very little of any view-blocking g=

During the Recreation Carrying Ca- vegetation is termed "open." V
RECREATION UNIT - A campsite, pacity Design and Management Sight lines are clear and unob-

picnic table, boat, off-road ve- Study, activity areas were examined structed.
hicle, user group, or other unit in terms of their physical settings,
which when spaced together with development/control settings, and * Moderate: Where views are par-
other units represents a use level activity/use relationship settings. tially obscured by vegetation f: , f
or density. Many of these settings and their making viewing through it

features are factors (in Part 2) somewhat difficult a "moderate" 0
TITLE 36 - Part 327. Chapter Il1, of which may affect the carrying '-apac- degree of cover exists. a

Title 36 of the Code of Federal ity of a particular receation envi- 0_Uo
Regulations which provides rules ronmenz. This appendix describes Dense: Significant growth, i
and regulations governing the and provides the guidelines that which is difficult or impossible * -5
public use of water resource de- were used in the study to examine to see through, would consti-
velopment projects administered features: tute a "dense" degree of cover.
by the Army Corps of Engineers.

- Vegetation. ACCESSIBILITY TO WATER BODYI;NIJERUSE - A condition where use
of a recreation resource is sig- * Accessibility to water body. Accessibility to the lake is based k-
nificantly less than the carrying upon the time required to get there
capacity of the resource. Visibility to water body. from one's location in the recreation

area. That length of time is depen-
WELL-BALANCED USE - The level of 0 Level of development, dent upon four basic factors: ter-

use which reflects the carrying rain, course of access, mode of LE
capacity of a particular area. 0 Degree of control. access, and distance. * -1, 7

* Relationship to other activity Each activity area was examined *l- i
areas. based on these four basic criteria a

and designated: arVEGETATION a

• Easily accessible - 1 to 10 min §- w
The extent of existing vegetation required to reach water body. le,
was judged in terms of its effective- a = .

z=2
98
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[ •Moderately accessible -10 to 25 •High. Each of the activity areas studied
rin required to reach the water was designated as having one of the
body. •Moderate. following degrees of control:

0 Relatively inaccessible - 25+ •Limited. •High.

min required to reach the water
body. For example, a campground having a •Moderate.

contact station, impact sites, electric
[ VISIBILITY OF WATER BODY and water hookups, flush toilets, •Little.showers, amphitheater, playground,

The three main factors that deter- and beach would receive a "high" •Undesignated•

: mine the degree of visibility of the level of development rating. If that
water body are vegetation, land- same campground were to offer only A "high" degree of control woula ex-
forms, and distance. periodic patrol, poorly defined ist at a fee campground having: one

gravel pads, electric hookups, corn- access point with a manned contact
on the basis of these factors, each munity water hydrants, and flush station; numbered and clearly de-
activity area was determined to have toilets, it would receive a "moderate" fined (likely hardened) campsites;one of the following degrees of vis- rating. If the sites were of worn and limitations on the number of
ibility to the water body: grass and the only services provided people and vehicles or units perwere vault toilets and a hand pump site. Controls regarding where andUnobstructed view (0 percent for water, it would be rated as how camping units, boat trailers,

to 20 percent obstructed) being "limited" in development and towing vehicles may be parked
and other controls directing vehicu-

Partially obstructed view (20 This camping illustration is analogous lar and pedestrian traffic along
percent to 80 percent obstruct- to the type of development commonly designated roads and pathways
ed). associated with other activity areas (keeping them off of grassed and out

such as picnicking, beaches, boat of wooded areas) would also be
- O Obstructed view (80 percent to launching ramps, fishing areas, and typical of a highly controlled area.

I00 percent obstructed)t hiking trails.
A "moderate" degree of control would

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT DEGREE OF CONTROL be present at this campground if

campers were permitted to set up on
| Level of development increases with Degree of control increases with the a numbered site with the fee being

the incidence of a greater amount employment of a greater amount collected later by a patro ing rang-
and/or better quality of facilities and and/or better quality of means to er, and if camping units and boat

Sservices that a particular activity control people and vehicles in a trailers would be permitted within

area has. Each activity area studied particular activity area. the generally defined campsite area.- was assigned obtof the following There would be some traffic and

p tlevels of development: parking controls through the use of
si ,,signs, bollards, timber edging, or

1pcother forms.
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"Little" degree of control would exist * Designating particular areas for =M1

if this campground had no fee, waterskiing, boat fishing, or APPENDIX C
poorly defined sites and parking other uses. DISTANCE/AREA/DENSITY
areas, and virtually no other control CONVERSION TABLE
measures in effect. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER

An "undesignated" area would likely ACTIVITY AREAS To determine area or density, first ["U
b an pn ra hr day and Theseelatinshilocate the relevant distance figure inbeThese relationship settings were de- the distance column of the following 11=0

overnight use is allowed (without fined based on the distance and tables. If the exact distance figure
fees or controls) but is not desig- travel time between activity areas. is not listed, use the listed dis- K=U
n,-ted for any particular uses. Each study activity area was categor- tance figure that best approximates

For water-based activities, degree of ized as being either: the exact figure. The relevant area -
control would be measured by the * Separate. and density figure appears in the
manner in which particular portions relevant column to the right of the
of the lake surface were designated * Isolated. d n i u
for certain uses. The more measures If a uniform minimum (or maximum)
used, the higher the degree of con- An area is "separate" where it is site depth is to be used, multiply I---
trol. This type of control, when separated by a distance of up to I the distance guideline times the min-applied to the lake, is often referred mile or a walking time of up to 15 imum (or maximum) depth to deter-to as lake zoning. Typical examples min. from other activity areas. mine the area and density when theof lake zoning are: distance guideline is less than a min-

An activity area is "isolated" if it is imum depth (or larger than a maxi-Placing buoys and float lines separated from other areas by more mum depth). MM
around swimming areas. than I mile or a walk of more than

15 min. An area is also considered 1=2
* Designating no wake areas "isolated," regardless of the distance

around boat ramps and swim- or time involved, if a physical bar-
ming areas. rier exists between them (vegetation,

Limiting boat speeds for safety Iandform, water, a fence, etc.). 1=0

and conflict-reducing purposes.

oo €i=:-'1

1=2
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In accordance with letter from DAEN-RDC, DAEN-AS] dated
22 July 1977, Subject: Facsimile Catalog Cards for
Laboratory Technical Publications, a facsimile catalog
card in Library of Congress MARC format is reproduced
below.

'riot. tetsrarch arl D'elopment Corlyrat.ion.
rca ir, carryinw capacity handbook; methods and

'.ini-.; for planning, dIen, and management. by Prbar
:ar'h and Developmont (',,rpration, Bethlehem, Pa.

Viz-k hurog, Miss . : '-. Waterway:: Experiment 2',tation
1prir.field, Va. : ,vnilohle, from National Teohnical

:7fra ervi~o 198n.
plip. : ; .. (Instruction report - U. 2.

Arry .:' rr Wa',rway,; Experiment Station ; R-80-1)
[reparei for Pflee, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army,

Wa-:!i riwh: , 1). '. , ander Contract No. DArW39-78-C-O096.
X 1. "rryng npa.acity. ?. Reeroation. . ecreational

f"- i, , 4. Corps of Engineers. I. Unitod

.MM'. Army. 'rr If Engineers. II. Series: Uinited !taten.
"nt.rwy ; Exrur riy,-nf 'tatitn, Vicksburg, Miss. Intructtion
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